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ABSTRACT 

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS: A RHETORICAL ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
TABLETOP ROLEPLAYING GAMES 

Richard D. Bennett, M.A. 

George Mason University, 2018 

Thesis Director: Dr. Douglas Eyman 

 

This thesis explores the role of rule systems in the rhetorical creation of meaning in 

Tabletop Roleplaying Games (TRPGs). It posits a new analytical framework, fusing 

Burke’s Dramatistic Pentad with Bogost’s Procedural Rhetoric within a variation on Gary 

Alan Fine’s Frame Analysis of the TRPG play session. Five selected TRPGs are 

examined through close reading, observation of play, and talk-aloud protocols, focused 

on the creation of TRPG characters. The framework demonstrates how rule systems serve 

as a symbolic bridge between the player and the character, and how the selection of 

symbols shapes and alters player exigencies and character outcomes. 
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CHAPTER ONE – WHAT CAN GAMES MEAN? 

Critical Role is a live-streamed session of Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) played by 

a group of voice actors in California. Each week, the eight actors play the game for 3-4 

hours on Thursday nights, with the video posted to YouTube on Monday. The YouTube 

channel has 1.6 million subscribers. 

In the final episode of the show’s last campaign (a narrative arc featuring the 

same dramatic characters and lasting for over five years), on October 12,2017 (Geek & 

Sundry, 2017) the adventurers were doing battle with an incredibly powerful magician 

called Vecna. Scanlan, a Gnome Bard (played by Sam Riegel) has an opportunity to 

prevent Vecna from fleeing the battle via teleportation magic in order to recover and 

possibly attack again when the heroes are not as well prepared. When any spellcaster in 

D&D casts a spell, they use up one of their “spell slots,” a game abstraction to represent a 

spellcaster’s facility and versatility with their magic, until they have had at least eight 

hours of sleep. Scanlan has a spell, counterspell, that can absolutely stop Vecna from 

escaping, should he cast it using a sufficiently powerful spell slot, but there’s a dilemma - 

he has been saving this spell slot for a different spell, wish, because he thinks he can use 

wish later to prevent his friend from dying. His friend is bound by an agreement with an 

ancient power that, should the team defeat Vecna, he will pass into the afterlife and an 

eternity of servitude to a goddess of death. Scanlan can try and stop Vecna, which is the 
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group’s goal, or he can keep the spell slot in order to save his friend, which is a personal 

goal. In the end, he chooses to stop Vecna from fleeing and the group defeats the 

spellcaster. When he made the decision during the game, Scanlan’s player, Sam, tweeted 

“We win. We lose.” 

Wish is a 9th-level spell, the highest power level in the game. Sam’s character, 

Scanlan, has only one spell slot of that power level per day, and he must choose whether 

to forsake his original plan in order to win the battle with Vecna in that moment. Both 

Sam and Liam, the player of Scanlan’s friend, shed tears over the decision, and Matthew 

Mercer, the Game Master, (GM, or Referee of the game), was shocked at Sam’s decision. 

In that moment, the lines between the players and their characters became blurry, and the 

moment had significant emotional resonance and meaning that carried far beyond that 

moment. And yet, the moment could not even have happened, except for the text of 

counterspell, in the Dungeons & Dragons Player’s Handbook: 

 

You attempt to interrupt a creature in the process of casting a spell. If the creature 

is casting a spell of 3rd level or lower, its spell fails and has no effect. If it is 

casting a spell of 4th level or higher, make an ability check using your 

spellcasting ability. The DC (Difficulty Class) equals 10 + the spell’s level. On a 

success, the creature’s spell fails and has no effect. 
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At Higher Levels. When you cast this spell using a spell slot of 4th level or 

higher, the interrupted spell has no effect if its level is less than or equal to the 

level of the spell slot you used. (Mearls and Crawford, 228) 

 

In the above example, Sam is trying to prevent Vecna from casting teleport, a 7th 

level spell. If he uses a spell slot below 7th, he has to roll a 20-sided die and hope for a 

high roll. If he uses a spell slot of 7th-level or higher, he succeeds automatically. But 

having cast most of his high-level spells already, all he has left is his 9th-level spell slot, 

the one he’s been saving to cast wish, or risk having his attempt fail. 

In this story, it certainly appears that a dramatic situation is happening, but there 

are, in fact, several related rhetorical ones. Among the people seated around the table, 

Sam is Liam’s friend and wants his friend to have a positive play experience, to include 

seeing a happy ending for his character. Among the characters that exist in the minds of 

the players, Scanlan wants to save Vax’ilDan, Liam’s character, but he also wants to stop 

Vecna from escaping. What makes it rhetorical is that both of these exigencies may only 

be fulfilled through the process of the game rules. Ian Bogost (2007) laid out how a 

system that enacts algorithmic processes can act as an argument procedurally. In the 

Critical Role case, the limit on spellcasting is a function, which stipulates that, within the 

context of the game world, a spellcaster can only make use of so much truly powerful 

magic in a day, an argument that compels both Sam and Scanlan to make a decision. The 

game presents an inescapable rule, via the computations that make up the game rules, that 

Sam and Scanlan must choose what to do based on scarce resources, though this 
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particular procedure does not recommend one course or the other - the argument is only 

that a choice must be made. 

The rhetorical nature of the rules in Tabletop Role-Playing Games (TRPGs) is a 

subject that several fields have touched on and indicated, but few have deeply explored. 

Rhetorical analysis of the impact of rule systems within this multilateral negotiation of a 

collaborative narrative could potentially yield insights into both how we create narrative 

and how we persuade others to invest that narrative with meaning via their own 

perspective and contribution. Therefore, this thesis asks the question, “In Tabletop RPGs, 

how do rule systems mediate the creation of meaning by players, between players, and 

for the players’ characters?”  

Literature Review 

Given that TRPGs have only existed for about four and a half decades, the 

analysis of TRPGs is also relatively young, beginning in 1983 with the publication of 

Gary Alan Fine’s Shared Fantasy: Role-Playing as Social Worlds. Since then, a number 

of disciplines have applied their own analytic tools to the genre system; however, most 

have focused on only one game, Dungeons and Dragons, and few have recognized the 

role the rules play in facilitating meaning and discourse, let alone attempted to analyze 

that role systematically. Video game studies have incorporated more analysis of rule 

structures and their impact on play, a natural result of their interest in coding processes, 

but few have recognized how this analysis may be applied to TRPGs, which also make 

use of algorithmic computational processes, though those processes are arbitrated by dice 

rolls and interpretation of those rolls by humans in consultation with rulebooks. It is only 
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in the last decade that rhetoricians have recognized the multilateral discourse that occurs 

in TRPGs and begun to apply their own analyses. Rhetorical analysis is poised to resolve 

several ambiguities that have been identified by studies of the genre system conducted by 

other disciplines. 

Fine (1983) begins with Lortz’s (1979) definition of a roleplaying game: “any 

game which allows the players to assume the roles of imaginary characters and operate 

with some degree of freedom in an imaginary environment” (36). Fine examined the 

TRPG community as a leisure subculture, identifying it as such based on its size (Fine, 

26), economic significance (27), and shared culture (28), but Fine also made many 

observations that make it clear where and how rhetorical analysis would be useful. Using 

Erving Goffman’s Frame Analysis (1974), Fine identified three “frames” participants in a 

TRPG situation use to situate themselves: 

 

 The person frame, which is the real world sans any elements of make-

believe. 

 The player frame, which resembles the person frame, but now elements of 

behavior are constrained by the rules of the game, as adjudicated by the 

Game Master. 

 The character frame, which is the point of view of the imaginary dramatis 

persona created by the player and role-played during the course of the 

game (Fine, 186). 
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Fine also situates players in an awareness of the frames they are using, based on 

Glaser and Strauss’s (1964) conception of Awareness Contexts in a social situation. In 

most cases, according to Fine, TRPG players are using a “pretense awareness” - that is, 

they are aware that something in the discussion is not technically true, but they are acting 

as if it is (Fine, 187). This pretense is key to Fine’s conception of why TRPG players play 

the game, for which he uses the term engrossment. Engrossment is the capacity of the 

player to fragment their experience within the game from the real world (Fine, 4). The 

greater their engrossment, the greater their enjoyment. Engrossment can take multiple 

paths, whether it is a player’s immersion in the portrayal of their character, or immersion 

in the tactical decisions in play to seek advantage in terms of the game.  

It is the pretense awareness of players that allows rhetoric to go further into this 

analysis than Fine’s own sociological tools. Fine notes in his text that he considered the 

value of a cultural evaluation of the characters within a TRPG, but that such an analysis 

would “have the effect of pushing culture far from its behavioral moorings.” (Fine, 186) 

A rhetorical analysis, however, suffers from no such limitation, as Bitzer notes that 

exigencies may be found within a fictional context and the strategies for resolving them 

analyzed (Bitzer, 11). Moreover, rhetoric can examine the strategies and choices that 

arise from both the frames and awareness in an interpersonal context. Despite identifying 

the TRPG as a “universe of discourse,” (Fine, 181) Fine does not explore how those 

discourses dispose of the exigencies of the players, or how the game rules might mediate 

those discourses. 
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Daniel Mackay (2001) evaluates TRPGs as a performative art, bringing us closer 

to a rhetorical analysis, or at least making use of literary analysis tools. Mackay 

acknowledges some of the unique aspects of TRPGs as performance, in that the players 

switch roles between performer and audience constantly (Mackay, 58). He also adds to 

Fine’s theory of engrossment, saying that the deepest engrossment happens during 

performative play, when a player is speaking as the character would speak and 

supplementing with gesture and physical performance (Mackay, 54). Mackay identifies a 

common performer’s art in TRPG character development and portrayal in the player’s 

tendency to develop bits of actions or emotion, based on impressions they have received 

elsewhere - scenes from films, images from art, lines of music, either tonal or lyrical, and 

to use these “fictive blocks” to stitch together performances that are a composite of these 

items, but become something new in the rearranging (Mackay, 79).  

Mackay also identifies the game session as one in a series of discourses by 

highlighting an exchange that occurs before the discourse at the table - that of the game 

designer and the game master. As he notes, “The game designer influences the 

gamemaster, encouraging him both to set his game in parts of the imaginary world that 

have already been detailed in published products and to neglect parts of the world that 

have yet to be described” (Mackay, 38). Rhetoric, of course, immediately recognizes the 

inherently argumentative nature of inclusion and omission in the writing process, though 

its impact is more audience-dependent than Mackay may be allowing for here. Game 

masters with a desire to create their own stories unencumbered by the details of 

thoroughly described areas, may reach for areas with less detail, giving them room to 
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insert their own material. Mackay himself acknowledges this tangentially, for him a result 

of the story developed by his playgroup crowding out the story as presented in game 

materials. 

It was at this point that I completely stopped trying to keep up with The Forgotten 

Realms material. Instead, I let the results of the characters’ actions determine not only 

their fate but, as the characters grew in power, the destiny of Abeir-Toril (the world the 

game was set in) itself. (Mackay, 39)  

Sarah Lynn Bowman focuses on the creative and interpersonal processes that 

TRPG players use in her book, The Functions of Tabletop Role-Playing Games (2010). 

In addition to making a variety of claims on the beneficial psychological effects of 

roleplay, Bowman introduces the concept of nine variant “selves” that serve as the core 

of a TRPG player’s character, adding them as a distinct component of the character 

alongside Mackay’s conception of the “fictive strips.” The Doppelganger Self behaves 

almost exactly as the player would, even if the characteristics expressed within the rules 

might indicate otherwise (Bowman 2010; 164). The Devoid Self is like the 

Doppelganger, but “minus some essential quality” (2010; 166) that produces a marked 

difference in behavior, with its opposite in the Augmented Self, who is the player, as they 

conceive themselves, “plus some other key quality” (2010; 167). The Fragmented Self, as 

the name may indicate, is used when the player chooses some part of their perceived self 

and magnifies it to the exclusion of other elements of self, often blending with some sort 

of Jungian archetype (2010; 168). The Repressed Self is akin to the Fragmented Self, but 

the choice of personality aspect focuses on behaviors or traits that the player feels, for 
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whatever reason, they are not normally permitted to express in the real world, often 

relating to a more childish or selfish self-conception (2010; 170). The Idealized Self 

represents a sort of wish-fulfillment, in the player imagining themselves as they would 

wish to be in a heroic narrative - it is like the Augmented Self, but tied more explicitly to 

adding things that, to the player, fill deficits within themselves (2010; 172). Both the 

Oppositional Self (2010; 174) and the Experimental Self (2010; 175) stretch the concept 

of “self,” as they emphasize creating characters in opposition to the player’s self-concept 

or in relation to some otherworldly or bizarre component of the game, respectively. 

However, both concepts still begin with the player’s own thoughts and must be expressed 

using the player’s semiotic choices. Finally, the Taboo Self is the transgressive cousin of 

the Oppositional Self, imbuing a character not only with personality and characteristics 

opposed to the player’s conception of themselves, but potentially with elements the 

player finds deviant or immoral, using the TRPG as “an environment which remains, for 

the most part, consequence-free” (2010; 176). That presumed freedom from consequence 

may be in error, however, as Bowman later (2015) identified the concept of “Bleed” - the 

tendency of strong emotional states on the part of the player or the character to affect one 

another.  

Like Mackay, Bowman argues that deeper immersion in a character’s world 

equals a more meaningful experience, but also notes that humans already play multiple 

roles that are variations upon a core identity: who we are at work is different from who 

we are at home or who we are at play (2010; 137). Blending with Mackay, Bowman 

identifies TRPG characters as identities that “combine age-old archetypes with 
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individually-imbued characteristics” (2010; 144). Bowman argues that character creation 

is “the last point at which the player has creative control over the character” (158), 

implying that said control is lost once the player is interacting with the other characters, 

but this framework ignores the impact of the rules (especially the rules for creating 

characters) on the player’s choices during the creation process. Bowman also expands on 

Mackay’s concept of the “fictive strips,” as characters who live and act in a world closer 

to our modern one may have pieces of information that are not fictional at all - among the 

character-building activities she lists is “outside research into related fields” (159). So, if, 

for example, a player wished to play a character who was a nuclear physicist, they might 

research nuclear physics in some superficial fashion to add terminology or conventional 

wisdom from the field to their character concept. Again, Rhetoric immediately 

recognized what is happening here - these strips need not be fiction, but they are 

semiotic. They carry meaning as symbols, since we may presume that a fictional 

character would know a great many basic things, but the choice to incorporate facts about 

a field of knowledge involves incorporating those facts as symbols of who the character 

is.  

Jennifer Grouling (then Jennifer Grouling Cover) brings writing studies and 

rhetoric into TRPG analysis with The Creation of Narrative in Tabletop Role-Playing 

Games (2010). She expanded on Mackay’s definition of the TRPG by adding a social 

element present within the rhetoric of the game, focused on the creation of narrative: 
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[A] game/game system that involves collaboration between a small group of 

players and a gamemaster through face-to-face social activity with the purpose of 

creating a narrative experience (Cover, 2010) 

 

This definition misses certain TRPGs that function absent a Gamemaster, such as 

Aces High or FIASCO (probably the most famous of these), and the “face-to-face” 

component is stretched with the existence of digital “virtual tables,” such as the website 

Roll20.com, where players interact versus real-time chat and roll dice using number-

generating script. These sorts of sites blur the line between Tabletop and Computer 

RPGs, but it is more apt, probably, to say that Computer RPGs occur when the computer 

is the mediator and adjudicator of the rules, whereas a human, (usually, but not always, 

the gamemaster) is the mediator and adjudicator of the rules in a TRPG. 

Grouling expands upon Fine’s frames, using the possible-world theory articulated 

Marie-Laure Ryan’s book, Possible Worlds, Artificial Intelligence, and Narrative Theory 

(1991), to posit five different narrative perspectives: 

 

 Actual World (AW): The actual world is our reality. 

 Alternative Possible World (APW): A different system of reality, a fiction 

that is accepted as true when the reader shifts to this world. 

 Textual Reference World (TRW): The world that a text claims as factual. 

The APW that the text refers to. 
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 Textual Actual World (TAW): The view of the TRW that is presented by 

the author. 

 Narratorial Actual World (NAW): The view of the world that the narrator 

presents to the narratee. (Cover, loc. 1316) 

 

Like Fine, Grouling identifies that TRPG players are constantly shifting their 

narrative perspectives, as well as their role in shaping that narrative. She argues that the 

game session forms a text of its own, with play being the action that moves a game world 

from an APW to a TRW (Cover, loc. 1329), however, Grouling’s experience with a 

TRPG involved a game world that was wholly designed by the gamemaster, rather than 

one of the myriad pre-written game worlds that gamemasters may modify and use 

themselves, such as the “Forgotten Realms” for Dungeons and Dragons, or “Golarion” 

for the Pathfinder Role-Playing Game. Pre-written settings, to say nothing of settings 

based on actual world history, complicate this conception, as they exist as TAWs prior to 

play, and can encounter narrative modification prior to play in the hands of a 

gamemaster, with that new narrative then taking a different shape once players engage. 

Each of the elements previous scholars have discovered within TRPGs point 

towards characteristics that highlight their rhetorical nature and the TRPG play session as 

a multilateral rhetorical situation, with the roles of rhetor and audience in constant flux, 

yet identifiable. Fine’s conception of the TRPG session as a “universe of discourse” 

highlights the communicative nature of the event. Both Mackay’s depiction of the use of 

“fictive blocks” and Bowman’s expansion of those block to include non-fiction, are 
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immediately recognizable to the classical rhetorician as the process of rhetorical 

invention, wherein the rhetor draws from their personal store of symbols in their memory 

to create their argument. In considering Burke’s depiction of humans as “symbol-using 

animals” (1966, 16) and “where there is meaning, there is persuasion” (1969, 72), it 

becomes clear that a communicative event that depends on symbol use and manipulation 

to craft a negotiated narrative is deeply rhetorical. 

In viewing the parts of a TRPG, from game selection to character creation to rule 

application/modification to, of course, play, as a cascade of rhetorical situations, Bitzer’s 

depiction of the Rhetorical Situation is a useful starting point; however, Vatz’s critique 

(1973) of Bitzer’s conception of how such situations come about is useful in making clear 

the nature of the situation's genesis. The identification of exigence, audience, and 

constraints can allow us to see how the rhetorical roles within play are morphic, but 

Vatz’s charge that it is the rhetor that gives salience to a situation (Vatz, 157), rather than 

events creating an urgency that the rhetor responds to, places the onus of invention and 

rhetorical responsibility in TRPG analysis where it belongs - on the rhetor. 

Even the game rules, as a set of computations used to define causality within the 

world of the game, prove rhetorical in light of Ian Bogost's theory of Procedural Rhetoric, 

though it proves necessary to clarify and refine where the “rhetoric” lies in that theory. In 

Unit Operations, Bogost posits a system of critical analysis that breaks down any object 

to be analyzed into units, these being discrete items that serve a particular function. 

Bogost uses an example of a pair of poems by Baudelaire and Bukowski, both of which 

use similar language to achieve a particular emotional effect, rendering that formulation 
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as a “unit” of cultural currency. Such a breakdown of discrete units is immediately 

recognizable to the classical Rhetorician, as “opinions that are generally accepted” 

(Aristotle, I.1), at least within an interpretive community. The pieces, each having a 

specific, discrete purpose, that are then assembled in order to make an argument, are 

topoi. Bogost identifies that, in literature, such things often come from one writer’s 

influence on another, while in computer programming, they may cross into issues of 

source code and intellectual property (Bogost 2006, 62). 

Ang (2006) provides a useful classification system for game rules. Although his 

system focused on videogames, it readily translates to tabletop RPGs with some small 

changes. Building on the work of Frasca (1999), Tosca (2003), and Johnsen (2003), Ang 

divides game rules into paideia rules that express how the game world works, and ludus 

rules that express how to win the game (Ang, 308). Paideia rules are further subdivided 

into symbolic rules, which establish what a player can and cannot do in a virtual space 

(e.g. in the game, Tetris, a player cannot send a block upward), and semantic rules, which 

define causality within the game environment (e.g. in Tetris, when an entire line is filled 

with blocks, the line disappears) (Ang, 311). Ludus rules may be divided into extrinsic 

ludus rules, which explicitly state the conditions of victory (e.g. In Super Mario Brothers, 

a player wins when Mario rescues Princess Peach), and intrinsic ludus rules, which 

explain how actions are undertaken to move closer to victory (e.g. In Super Mario 

Brothers, jumping on top of a turtle and then kicking it away removes an obstacle and 

allows Mario to advance) (Ang, 311). Ang’s rules apply equally well to tabletop RPGs, 

simply by swapping out Ang’s conception of the Virtual World for Grouling’s (2010) 
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conception of the Narratorial Actual World (Cover, 91). While most TRPGs do not have 

a particular victory condition, the rules for character advancement in each TRPG 

approach intrinsic ludus rules, as they represent progress and improvement for the 

player’s character. Ang also distinguishes between abstract and narrative rules. Abstract 

rules, of which the symbolic and semantic paideia rules are usually a part, do not 

generally touch on the narrative occurring within the game world; rather, they simply 

define how elements interact (Ang, 313). Narrative rules, on the other hand, define 

narratological consequences for actions, such as positive or negative reaction of in-game 

characters to behaviors of the player’s character. As we will see, this distinction is not 

wholly accurate in RPGs, as causality can have direct and indirect effects on the 

characters’ worldviews and the narrative. 

The semantic paideia rules, then, acting as units within Bogost’s conception, 

become processes, based on their intended purpose, and lead to Procedural Rhetoric, 

defined in Bogost’s second book, Persuasive Games, as “the practice of persuading 

through processes in general and computational processes in particular” (Bogost, 3). 

While Bogost, deriving his argument from Murray’s position that procedurality is an 

essential quality of digital artifacts (Murray,71), emphasizes the machine-governed 

process, stating that “Procedurality is the principal value of the computer, which creates 

meaning through the interaction of algorithms” (Bogost, 4), the notion that a 

computational procedure can only be machine-mediated is needlessly narrowing, and, 

grants a more fixed nature to a computer algorithm than is strictly accurate. If the woman 

viewed across the street is a unit to trigger a sadness/nostalgia within the reader, it 
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follows that a series of units may build to form an algorithmic argument, with the player 

activating the process and accepting it through reason.  

The problem here is threefold. One, Bogost’s conception of Serious Games is 

predicated on a highly Bitzerian conception of the Rhetorical Situation, whereby a 

programmer uncovers an exigence and writes code to create an argument to persuade the 

audience.  Alternatively, Vatz gives us the idea that the coder is giving salience to certain 

topics by writing code about them. The second problem is conception of procedurality or 

calculation as an essential component of digital artifacts. TRPGs, like their board game 

and wargame predecessors, have multiple algorithmic calculations that define causality 

within the context of the game world.  

The final, and perhaps most important, problem is that any rhetorical act is an 

effort at persuasion, rather than persuasion itself, which is determined by the audience, 

not the rhetor. Bogost concludes Persuasive Games with a discussion of how we might 

judge the “success” of a videogame, but his emphasis for commercial games is on sales 

and critical reviews (2007, 318), which may relate to the persuasiveness of the game’s 

rhetoric but may not. For Serious Games (games with an overt political or educational 

message), Bogost refers to David Michael and Sande Chen’s (2006) analysis of learner 

engagement, yet this still doesn’t speak to persuasive power - a learner can be completely 

engaged in something with which they utterly disagree. The presumption that 

engagement with a procedure is somehow indicative of the success of the persuasion 

leads directly into Sicart’s critique (2011) that Bogost’s conception of procedurality 

makes the player an instrument of the game, rather than an interlocutor with its 
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arguments. Sicart notes that for Bogost’s formulation of proceduralism, “If it is in the 

rules, it is what the game is and means, therefore preserving the designers’ authority and 

a relatively unidirectional communication model…” (Sicart, 2011). This renders the 

players of the game not participants in a discourse, but “activators of the process that sets 

the meanings contained in the game in motion” (Sicart, 2011). Sicart’s critique, and 

subsequent emphasis on play as the space where we discover meaning, moves us back 

towards Fine’s conception of games as a “universe of discourse.” Anne Mette Thorhauge 

(2013) uses Fine’s conception of the Player Frame to make a similar argument to Sicart’s: 

Bogost’s formulation grants the game’s designer too much authority in the creation of 

meaning, and that meaning is made from the player’s interaction with the rules, rather 

than the rules alone (Thorhauge, 372). A conceptualization of rhetoric whereby a rhetor 

analyzes the audience, recognizes their constraints, employs a fitting strategy, and the 

audience rises up to resolve the exigence, is one that robs the audience of its agency, 

transforming the persuasive process from discourse into a sort of programming. None of 

this is to say that the concept of Procedural Rhetoric has no value - this thesis relies on 

just the opposite. Rather, it is important to contextualize Procedural Rhetoric as, first, 

rhetoric - an effort to persuade, and second, the initiation of discourse, rather than the 

programmatic handing down of truth. 

Procedural Rhetoric has already been used in this vein in the study of video 

games, as the arguments embedded in the coded procedures laid down by the game 

designers sometimes clash with the game’s narrative. Bourgonjon, Rutten, Soetart, and 

Valcke (2011) present Burke’s (1969) dramatistic pentad as a heuristic for analyzing 
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video games, using the popular video game, Bioshock, as a case study in how dissonance 

can develop between the vision of a game designer and the practices of players. In 

Bioshock, two different non-player characters present two different ways to acquire an 

in-game resource that is situated within the body of a little girl. One of these methods is 

violent and produces a greater amount of the resource, one of them is not and produces 

less. By analyzing how players respond to these incentives, the authors show that the 

game sets up a conflict between the ethical implications of the Act, expressed in a 

Purpose-Act ratio (p. 12), and gameplay optimization, expressed as Scene-Act and 

Purpose-Agency ratios (p. 13). Considering Ang’s (2006) division of rules into abstract 

and narrative and Cover’s (2010) conception of the multiple worlds of gameplay, it is 

possible to consider that this is, in fact, two distinct but interrelated pentads, one existing 

for the characters at the narrative level, and one for the players, focusing on the abstract 

rules. The dissonance, then, is between two different arguments pulling in different 

directions. 

The use of Kenneth Burke here points us to a solution to the risk of 

oversimplification in a paradigm of Exigence-Audience-Constraints. The Procedural 

Pentad, breaking a situation into five aspects and analyzing them in terms of the ratio 

between those aspects, leaves room for Vatz’s conception of investing moments with 

salience and can reveal how different elements influence the decision-making process.  I 

explain the formulation of just such a solution in my proposed analytical framework.  
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CHAPTER TWO – FRAMEWORK & METHODOLOGY 

Analytic Framework – The Pentadic Dyad 

During a TRPG session, discourse occurs on two separate, but parallel, tracks. 

While the two tracks are distinct, they influence one another, sometime very strongly. In 

any given TRPG session, the players are engaging in discourse with their fellow players, 

to include the Game Master, about what they want their characters to do and how they 

want their characters to do it. The Game Master responds with instructions on how to use 

the rules to accomplish these things, usually resulting in dice rolls and interpretations of 

the results of those rolls, in line with the rules, to determine failure, success, and what 

happens next. At the same time, the players’ characters are engaged in a discourse of 

their own, with motivations distinct from the players, but elucidated by them: Sir 

Reginald wishes to save the villagers from a marauding dragon, but Sir Reginald’s player 

wants to have an enjoyable play experience. Sir Reginald is unaware of the player’s 

perspective, and the player doesn’t believe in the dragon - Fine’s pretense awareness. The 

characters’ perspective is shaped by the players, but takes place is a distinct, if imaginary, 

location, with its own set of circumstances and parameters. 

For purposes of play analysis, we dispense with the person frame. Although the 

person frame informs the player frame, we may take that into account without adding the 

frame to our analytic framework. Using Burke’s dramatistic pentad and applying it to 
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both the Actual World of the game players and the Narratorial Actual World of the game 

characters, we have the beginning of a framework that can identify the various rhetorical 

moves ongoing in a TRPG session, isolate them, and analyze what persuasive forces are 

work within them. Between these two pentads is an intrastice, a formulation by Korol-

Evans (2009) to evaluate the degree of an individual’s immersion within a situation, for 

which they still have the pretense awareness of its fictionality. It is worth noting that, 

contra Mackay and Bowman, increasing engrossment does not, per se, increase 

enjoyment - players can find their enjoyment at individually determined levels of 

engrossment, but finding that ideal level is part of the process of determining enjoyment. 

A visual representation of this framework might look like this:  

 

 
Figure 1 The Pentadic Dyad 
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What Cover refers to as the “Actual World” we’ll refer to as the Player Frame, 

using Fine’s terminology to help clarify that the player’s perspective, while existing in 

the Actual World, is informed by their experience as a player in the game. The player 

frame is inescapable - Goffman (1974) makes clear that we begin from our own 

perspective: “Fanciful words can speak about make-believe places, but these words can 

only be spoken in the real world” (247, italics in original). 

Within the Player Frame, certain commonalities in the TRPG experience makes 

identifying the elements of the Pentad a simpler matter than in the Character Frame. The 

Agent is the player, who is responsible for making the decisions that both initiate and 

respond to the discourse at the table. The Act is the manipulation of the various symbols 

of the game in line with the player’s stated intentions and the Game Master’s guidance on 

how to go about it. The Scene is the physical location where the game is played, which 

can have definite impacts on what a player is comfortable doing or saying - many players 

will avoid using what they perceive as strange character voices or accents in public 

venues where not everyone who might see would understand what was going on. The 

Purpose is, for most games, recreational enjoyment, even though this phrase is somewhat 

indeterminate, as what constitutes “enjoyment” will vary from player to player. The 

Agency, then, is the game’s collection of rules, especially semantic paideia rules, which 

establish how a player causes the character to attempt something, the probability of 

success, and the boundaries of what can be achieved. Players will also cause 

manipulations of the character within the Character Frame (see below) with role-playing 
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choices, whether those choices are constative (a narrative description of the character’s 

actions) or performative (speaking “in-character” as if the player were the character). 

What Cover refers to as the “Narratorial Actual World,” we’ll refer to as the 

Character Frame. The Character Frame is the shared, imaginary space occupied by the 

players’ characters, as well as the people, creatures, castles, and other trappings those 

characters will encounter throughout their story. In a TRPG, the Character Frame is also 

inescapable, as it embodies the roleplaying part of “Roleplaying Game.” Defining the 

elements of the Pentad within the Character Frame is more difficult as a general activity, 

as the elements will depend upon the specifics of the players’ choices and the design of 

the Game Master. This causes it to hew closer to Burke’s original vision for the Pentad, 

evaluating a scene of drama, although dialogue is almost never written beforehand. The 

Agent is the player’s character, with their Act being whatever the player has manipulated 

the game symbols to cause them to attempt. The Agency and Scene will depend upon the 

choices already made by the game’s players, which points us toward the game rules as 

the mediator between the Player Frame and the Character Frame. The only elements the 

rules might not touch on is the Purpose, which may be solely up to the player (but might 

not be). 

Between these two pentads is a perceptive framework called an “Intrastice.” 

Korol-Evans (2009) developed the concept of the intrastice, based on the work of Turner 

(1988) on liminality and Bakhtin (1984) on carnival. The Intrastice was originally 

designed for evaluating levels of immersion within a Renaissance Festival, an interactive 

dramatic event, usually set in a staged version of Tudor-era England. The model, 
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however, works with any interactive drama, a group to which TRPGs certainly belong. 

Where Turner posited the concept of an “interstice” for viewers of a play, where the 

audience was neither in the theater nor in the play’s setting, Korol-Evans’s intrastice 

places the audience in both places simultaneously (8). She defines three potential levels 

of immersion within the intrastice. The first level, which she terms the “intrasticial,” is 

simply a suspension of disbelief in the pretend play (10), which correlates to Fine’s 

pretense awareness. The next, deeper level is termed the “intrasticive” and indicates that 

the audience member now plays at belief. In a TRPG, this may correspond to a player 

enacting their character’s actions performatively, or speaking “in-character” as if they 

were that character, whereas constative statements of their character’s behavior may 

indicate a player at the intrasticial level of immersion. Finally, the “intrasticious” level of 

immersion occurs when an audience member moves from responding to stimuli to 

actively engaging in creation of the pretense, or, as Korol-Evans puts it, “actively 

creating belief” (10). In a TRPG, signs of this level of immersion may correspond to 

Bowman’s conception of “Bleed,” where the emotions of character and player begin to 

influence one another. TRPG players are in a unique position to switch between levels of 

immersion regularly, as they are both performer and audience for the drama that is to play 

out in front of and between them. 

Looking to answer the research question, the semantic paideia rules of a TRPG 

act as a mediator between the player frame and the character frame, with multiple 

implications for the creation of meaning. These rules are the symbols that must be 

manipulated, implemented, and interpreted to translate player intent into character action. 
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As a rule set, these rules may incorporate procedural rhetoric of the game itself, making it 

a part of the larger discourse of the TRPG session. The rules are the procedural argument 

of the game designer as to how the Textual Reference World (TRW) of the game and the 

stories told within that world should work. Unlike Computer RPGs, a TRPG’s ruleset is 

mediated by a human, rather than a machine. While the “fixed” nature of machine-

moderated rules may be called into question by subculture of video game alteration, or 

“modding,” the rules of a TRPG are usually explicitly malleable, with an instruction or 

exhortation in the book from the game designer for players to add, adjust, or discard rules 

that are not conducive to the enjoyable experience of the group. That said, the actual 

alteration of the rules will vary from group to group, making each TRPG discourse 

discrete in its relationship with the TRW. 

The semantic paideia rules, as a procedural rhetorical move, can be explicit in the 

argument they are making, with the rules actively reinforcing particular elements of the 

game designer’s narrative vision. They can also be implicit, with the game designer 

simply seeking to create a simulation of an activity, rather than encourage or discourage 

any particular behavior. Occasionally, the rules can even be contradictory to the narrative 

considerations of the designer, with the semantic paideia rules creating a procedural 

argument that runs counter to the designer’s narrative descriptions (See the section on 

Alignment in the Pathfinder RPG). 

In addition to the rules acting as mediator, the player’s level of engrossment 

within the game also exists between the frame of their personal experience and that of 

their character - it is controlled by the player, in line with their level of enjoyment, but 
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has definite effects on the character. The ideal level of engrossment is also a point of 

dispute. Mackay argues that the greatest level of engrossment comes from the dramatic 

performance. Bowman, even while agreeing with Mackay, allows for players’ depictions 

of their characters to be dramatic (speaking in character, as if in a play) or constative 

(narrating action in a descriptive, and therefore more distant, fashion). In this model, we 

leave the determination about the value of different levels of immersion to a player’s 

level of engrossment as a topic for future reference. 

The players’ rhetorical moves will be multilateral, appealing to different parts of 

the play group at different times, but will also shift back and forth between the Player and 

Character frames, as decisions are made based on both the players’ motivations and on 

the in-game circumstances of the narrative situation. This can lead to the “Bleed” 

referenced by Bowman (2015), and is best expressed for this framework by the Intrastice 

model, with the deepening levels of player immersion adjusting how much the Player’s 

purpose may run in conjunction with, or opposite to, the purpose of the character.  

Methodology 

For the purposes of this paper, I will use this analytical framework to examine 

two specific areas of five distinct games. Character Creation is, for most players, the first 

time they will actively engage with the Textual Actual World of the game, as modified by 

their game master. That engagement will move through the procedures of the character 

creation rules, so this dynamic process should reveal a number of the relationships and 

establish the groundwork for several of the rhetorical situations that will become part of 

the game’s narrative, as players use the process to begin to give salience to those 
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situations they wish to enact or act upon. The second area is what I term “Behavioral 

Paideia Rules,” those being game rules that define causality within the game as it pertains 

to non-physics related behavior of the characters. Such rules often appear in games as a 

way to frame a particular moral paradigm within the game world or to support/reinforce 

literary genre conventions within games that wish to leverage such for dramatic effect. 

The research to answer this question occurred in two large phases, making use of 

an interdisciplinary fusion of professional writing, rhetorical analysis, and literary theory. 

I examined gameplay in a diverse array of roles and at multiple levels, comparing and 

contrasting game systems in terms of their stated design goals and the sorts of narrative 

outputs they produce. Additionally, I analyzed the games themselves as literary and 

rhetorical products, examining the designer’s illocutionary intent and the sorts of choices 

they make, especially in semantic paideia rules, to execute that intent.  

The first component consisted of a close reading of the core rulebooks (those 

books which are required for play) of the TRPGs I am analyzing, focusing on two 

particular aspects of the rules: character creation and one selected Behavioral Paideia 

Rule - a paideia rule that has concrete effects on the player’s behavior. In addition to 

identifying elements of the texts that could apply to elements of the pentads, I examined 

the texts for authorial intent and to identify how the rules, both semantic and (if they 

exist) ludus, create a procedural rhetoric for players to encounter. I focused on to what 

extent and in what way the game designers envision the rhetorical situations of players 

and characters, and how the rules they put forth shape those situations. Comparing this 

analysis with the results seen in both character creation and gameplay highlights the 
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effectiveness of the rhetorical argument, as well as pointing to potential disconnects 

between the narratological and procedural rhetoric of the written game text. 

 

To supplement this close reading, I conducted recorded studies of both character 

creation and actual play. I recorded, transcribed, and annotated at least one game session 

and one character creation talk-aloud protocol, for each of the games I evaluated with the 

framework. A character creation session consisted of a volunteer creating a character for 

a theoretical game session, making use of the rules for the game in question. Most of the 

recorded game play sessions utilized stories designed to begin and complete in a single-

session (referred to within the community as a “one-shot”). At least one of the game play 

sessions was a session of a “campaign” - a longer narrative designed to play out over 

multiple sessions of play, in this case, a campaign that had been ongoing for seven years. 

Coding of the transcripts focused on elements of play that revealed where the dramatistic 

pentad ratios arose, both for players and for characters. 

One note on participant identity. To mask identities, all participants are identified 

using only the names and gender pronouns of the characters they created or played, 

which have no correlation whatsoever to the participant’s expressed identity.  

Character Creation 

There are two major elements to the player character, or PC. The first is some 

sense of self - no matter how alien a character may be to a player, that character derives 

its thoughts, words, and actions wholly from the player, and is, therefore, some variation 
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on the player’s own self-concept, probably using one of Bowman’s nine selves (Bowman, 

2010).  

The self used as the foundation can be manipulated to some degree, and usually 

is. Often it is the idealized self, the self we might be whenever given time to reflect on 

what is happening before we react. Sometimes, it is some aspect of ourselves magnified, 

reflective of our play goals and our understanding of the rules of the genre with which we 

are intending to have this character interact. That aspect may be an acknowledged or 

repressed aspect of our personalities, depending on our cultural circumstances. 

What will truly set a PC apart from the player is the addition of Mackay’s “fictive 

strips” to produce what I term here the semiotic sigil. Ludologists have sometimes 

referred to this as the avatar, but this term emphasizes the appearance of the PC, being 

derived from video games. The semiotic sigil incorporates the PC’s appearance, but is a 

sigil - a grouping of signs and symbols that, when brought together, synthesize into a 

different meaning than their component parts. The sigil is an act of rhetorical invention, 

pulling from the entire storehouse of the player’s memory - player may use elements of 

characters from other fiction (sometimes utterly unrelated to the genre of the game), 

memories of real people, images from visual art, or even song lyrics, to build a sketch of 

a personality. It is a semiotic sigil because the symbols chosen are still rhetorical, a 

statement about culture and values as reflected in what is selected and what is not.  

Some of the fictive blocks are generated in character creation, but the sigil gains 

complexity and rhetorical resiliency in play, as motivations and responses are generated 
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in response to stimuli over which the player does not have absolute control - the 

discourse of the game and procedural rhetoric that powers the interaction.  

The sigil is as rich or as simple as the player wishes. It communicates, in its level 

of fictitiousness and complexity, much of what the player is seeking from the game. It 

also sets the initial boundaries of immersion in the Intrastice. A PC without its own well-

defined set of values will likely default to the values of the player. A vague character will 

likely produce vague reactions, with the exception of those moments that directly impact 

the player’s enjoyment of the game (combat, other risk of death). Such vagueness inhibits 

the player's immersion level. The level can evolve over time, as new fictive blocks are 

added via interaction with the game world. 

In terms of the Pentad, Character Creation exists in the Player Frame as an 

Agent(Player)/ Agency(Rules) ratio. Most TRPGs exist on a spectrum that either 

privileges the player - giving them options with few or no requirements on what character 

aspects they must choose, or privileges the rules, codifying the choices into sets (as in 

Class-based games), or using random systems to determine character aspects that will 

subsequently inform player choices. 

Behavioral Paideia Rules 

Paideia rules, as Ang described, either establish the limits of the possible within 

the game setting, or define causality within the world of the game. Certain rules, 

however, can have indirect effects on the behavior of both players and characters. These 

rules are referred to, in this study, as Behavioral Paideia Rules. There are far fewer strict 

categorizations for Behavioral Paideia Rules, as they may appear practically anywhere in 
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the rules. Some of them may be central to the game’s design philosophy, while some may 

simply be of a piece with the rest of the rule set. Most of the Behavioral Paideia Rules in 

this study actually act as reinforcement of narrative tropes within a particular game’s 

chosen genre. 

Games Selected 

I chose five different games to study using the analytical framework, selecting 

variation on a number of game design axes. First, the games (with one exception) 

represent different genres of the TRPG genre system. Second, the games represent 

different design philosophies in regard to number and complexity of rules, level of player 

autonomy, and use of physical representations of characters in the form of miniatures and 

maps - some games, such as Pathfinder, make use of small figures on grid maps to 

represent both the characters and the terrain on which encounters (usually combat 

encounters) take place. Finally, I tried to get a sampling of games developed in different 

periods over the course of the TRPG industry’s history, which began in 1974 with the 

release of D&D. Situating the games in history reveals the genre system’s connection 

with tabletop wargaming - the use of model soldiers to simulate historical battles - and 

shows how game designers have, over time, responded to those trends in their design. 

 The foundational thinking for TRPGs is represented in the Pathfinder 

Roleplaying Game. Pathfinder is one of the more recent iterations of the original D&D 

ruleset. While released in 2008, While released in 2008, Pathfinder, rules-heavy and 

game-focused, exhibits what we might refer to as the TRPG genre system’s touchstone - 

many of the rules are still derived from Gygax and Arneson’s original formulations for 
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the original edition of D&D. Most TRPG rulesets are either derivative of these types of 

rules or deliberate responses to them. 

 The horror TRPG is almost as old as the medieval fantasy TRPG, with the 

first edition of Call of Cthulhu being released in 1981. Here, we will analyze the 7th 

edition of that game, released in 2014, but still a refinement of the 1981 rules, which the 

game’s publisher, Chaosium, has used as their “Basic Role Playing” rule system for a 

variety of genres of TRPG. I contrast this with Trail of Cthulhu, which was first released 

in 2008, and reflects a more modern, player-focused, design philosophy. Both games deal 

with the exact same source material - the writings of early 20th century horror author, 

H.P. Lovecraft, and are designed to tell similar sorts of horror/mystery stories using that 

material, but the gameplay is markedly different. 

 Despite being released in 2007, Scion actually represents a model of game 

design, both in terms of rules and narrative, that was broadly in vogue in the 1990’s, as 

represented by the first game to use Scion’s rule system, called the “Storyteller System,” 

Vampire: The Masquerade, released by White Wolf Game Studio in 1991. The 

Storyteller System has, through its various iterations, emphasized game rules that actively 

affect player behavior within the game, with Scion, a game about playing the children of 

mythological deities in a 21st-century world, being one of the most explicit examples. 

 Finally, some of the most recent thinking on TRPG design can be found in 

the 2nd edition of 7th Sea, a game of swashbuckling fantasy set in a game world highly 

derivative of Renaissance-era Europe. 7th Sea represents different, seemingly 

contradictory, trends in game design, as its formulaic character creation system 
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sometimes seems to reach back to games like D&D and Pathfinder; however, its play is 

far more player-focused, encouraging players to attempt anything, which is a philosophy 

both in keeping with the genre the game purports to emulate, and is a marked difference 

from games like Pathfinder, which tend to provide large number of rules for any action, 

proscribing actions that are not covered by the rules.  
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CHAPTER THREE – GAME ANALYSES 

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game 

History. To discuss the history of Pathfinder Role-playing Game is to discuss the 

history of the TRPG industry, because Pathfinder is inextricably linked with the history 

of the first TRPG, Dungeons and Dragons (D&D). Pathfinder came out of a desire to 

preserve certain elements of D&D at a time when D&D’s publisher, Wizards of the 

Coast, was making drastic changes to both the game rules and the associated game 

settings. Contextualizing those changes requires an awareness of where the game had 

come from. 

D&D was first released in 1974, the product of a collaboration between two 

tabletop wargaming enthusiasts, Dave Arneson and Gary Gygax. Both men were heavily 

involved in local wargaming clubs that focused on the play of German-developed 

wargames, called Kriegspiel (Peterson, 48). Arneson began expanding on a set of rules 

created by Gygax to do something new - rather than focus on the actions of entire armies 

in pitched battles, Arneson focused on a small group of five or six individuals, each one 

controlled by a different player, while Arneson controlled the team’s opponents. 

Arneson’s stories also became persistent, so that, rather than a new and fresh army 

showing up for each iteration of the game, the individuals who survived a session’s 

battles improved through experience. Finally, as J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings 
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trilogy had just been released in paperback in the U.S., Arneson responded to the new 

interest in fantasy by adding fantasy elements: cannons became “magic fireballs” and 

enemies could include orcs or dragons (Witwer, 91). He brought these ideas back to 

Gygax and the two men produced a set of rules to support playing these types of 

individualized games. After going through a list of alliterative names, Gygax, with some 

prompting from his six-year-old daughter, settled on Dungeons and Dragons (Witwer, 

101).  

The game went through many more iterations, with Advanced Dungeons and 

Dragons, 2nd edition being the 3rd or 5th edition of the game, depending on how one 

counted (Appelcline, 10). D&D’s original publisher, TSR, succumbed to bankruptcy, and 

the rights to the game were purchased by Wizards of the Coast (WotC), most famous at 

that point for producing the world’s most popular collectible card game, Magic: The 

Gathering (Appelcline, 282). 

WotC produced the 3rd edition of the game as a means to streamline the rules and 

reduce the sheer number of rules that had grown up around the game (Before TSR went 

bankrupt, there were over 20 books of active rules for the game). Like its previous 

editions, D&D 3rd edition adhered to its tabletop wargaming roots, with rules to 

encourage (if not mandate) the use of miniatures to represent characters and establish 

distances in combat via the use of a grid of 1-inch squares (Tweet, 133). 

The other significant change to D&D in 3rd edition was the one that made 

Pathfinder possible - the Open Gaming License (OGL). Based on the Open Source 

Coding culture, the OGL was the brainchild of Ryan Dancey, one of the lead designers 
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for 3rd edition (Appelcline, 287). It promised a relatively simple policy that was, for its 

time in the TRPG world, revolutionary - any game company could use the rules of D&D 

3rd edition to make their own games, so long as they published a copy of the OGL 

somewhere in their book. WotC still protected the narrative elements of their games - the 

invented fantasy worlds, like the Forgotten Realms or Gary Gygax’s original Greyhawk, 

where most of their adventures were set, but the rules were now free for anyone to use. It 

is impossible to overstate what a change this was. TRPG companies had been notoriously 

protective of their game systems, and TSR itself had been incredibly litigious in the 

1980’s to keep other companies from using their rules. However, the OGL also explicitly 

had no expiration date, which would become important when they attempted to update 

the rules again. 

In 2007, WotC released a 4th edition of D&D, with significant changes to the play 

mechanics, the imagined game worlds they had invented, and their relationship with the 

smaller publishers that had made use of the OGL (Appelcline, 299). Instead of being 

gauged in terms of minutes, hours, or days, most of a character’s abilities in the game 

were now usable “at-will,” once “per encounter” - a game term referring to a combat, or 

once per “day,” as reckoned in the game universe (Heinsoo, et al., 54). Each character 

class, previously defined by an often-eclectic set of powers, now was assigned a “role” 

within the party, such as Defender (protect the other characters from the monsters), or 

Striker (deal large amounts of damage in combat), and their powers and abilities were 

streamlined into filling that role. The changes were radical and made the game 

completely incompatible with anything that had gone before. They combined these 
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mechanical changes with radical narrative changes to their game settings, especially to 

their most popular setting - the Forgotten Realms: maps were redrawn, gods were killed, 

and a lot of the world was radical altered in order to make the new game mechanics make 

sense in a world where they would not have otherwise. Greyhawk, Gary Gygax’s original 

setting, was put aside entirely. Finally, the OGL was replaced by a new agreement, called 

the Game System License, or GSL. The GSL required a license user to pay a fee, to wait 

months before they could publish anything using 4th editions rules, and, perhaps most 

damagingly, to forswear any and all OGL publishing if they published something using 

the GSL. The combined effects of this trifecta of changes produced a mass exodus from 

WotC and D&D, both by players and by game designers (Appelcline, 301). 

Into this confluence of events stepped Paizo Publishing, which had previously 

been responsible for publishing Dragon, a magazine dedicated to D&D tips and 

discussion, and Dungeon, a magazine that contained pre-written D&D scenarios 

(Appelcline, 412). WotC had discontinued those magazines as part of the run-up to 4th 

edition. Paizo also had a small line of stand-alone adventures that made use of the OGL 

and were set in a game world of their own design, called Golarion. In 2007, after WotC 

did not renew Paizo’s license to print Dungeon or Dragon, Paizo kept producing 

adventures under a new product line that they titled “Pathfinder.” Seven months after 4th 

edition came out, Paizo announced a playtest of their own TRPG, which they called 

Pathfinder Roleplaying Game (Appelcline, 416). Because the OGL had no expiration 

date, Paizo was able to make their own game that modified the rules of 3rd edition, but 

did not discard them. By providing an active, updated rules set that still operated under 
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the OGL, Paizo gave the smaller publishers that were reticent about WotC’s GSL another 

option. Paizo’s experiment was so successful that Pathfinder actually outsold D&D from 

2011-2014 (ICV2, 2011, 2013, 2014), a feat no TRPG had managed previously in the 

industry’s history.  

Gameplay. Built on the bones of Gygax and Arneson’s D&D, which is itself an 

expression of Kriegspiel wargame rules narrowed down for play of individual characters, 

rather than armies, Pathfinder focuses primarily on tactical combat that makes use of 

medieval weapons (swords, axes, spears) and magical powers. Success or failure at any 

action is determined by rolling a 20-sided die (d20) and adding modifiers that could be 

derived from the player’s character class (Fighters are, perhaps unsurprisingly, good at 

hitting targets with their weapons), magical benefits (A wizard spell can improve a 

character’s accuracy or increase their speed), or mechanical expressions of environmental 

conditions (fog or smoke could obscure a character’s sight and impose penalties on 

actions requiring clear vision). The d20 is used for everything except inflicting damage 

on a target, which used a myriad of different shaped dice in various quantities: A dagger 

may inflict 1-4 points of damage, using a four-sided die, while a wizard’s fireball may 

inflict 6-36 points of damage, rolling six six-sided dice. All of these points of damage are 

applied against a target’s “hit points,” which are an abstract expression of the character’s 

health, luck, and skill at surviving combat. Once reduced to 0 hit points (or less, 

characters could find themselves at negative totals), a target was generally helpless, if not 

dead. 
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The basic narrative element of Pathfinder is termed an “adventure,” which usually 

contains a narrative throughline and is comprised of multiple “encounters.” While 

encounters could be combat, puzzles, or social encounters, the majority of the rules focus 

on the design and management of combat encounters. Pathfinder’s core rulebook 

acknowledges this conceit, while encouraging the Game Master to consider more and 

different types of encounters: 

 

Most encounters present combat with monsters or hostile NPCs (Non-Player 

Characters), but there are many other types - a trapped corridor, a political 

interaction with a suspicious king, a dangerous passage over a rickety rope bridge, 

an awkward argument with a friendly NPC who suspects a PC (Player Character) 

has betrayed him, or anything that adds drama to the game. (Bulmahn, 397) 

 

The enemies for combat encounters are most often chosen using what is referred 

to as a “Challenge Rating” system. Each creature in Pathfinder is assigned a Challenge 

Rating, which is a number related to the capabilities of a theoretical group of adventurers 

(referred to as a “party”) at a given level. The number is supposed to convey the level of 

danger this creature represents and is related to the level of the members of the party, as 

expressed through the Average Party Level (Bulmahn, 397). So, a Dire Badger (like a 

regular badger, but the size of a pony), who is Challenge Rating 2 (Baur, et al. 40), would 

be an “average” encounter for a party of 4th-level characters. The Average Party Level 

system presumes a group of 4-5 players, and that the characters have gear and capabilities 
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appropriate to their level (Bulmahn, 397). The CR system is essentially an adventure-

building algorithm, enabling a Game Master to provide encounters that are challenging, 

but not impossible. 

Advancement in Pathfinder is level-based, that is the player character usually 

begins at Level 1, and accrues experience points, enjoying a broad-spectrum 

improvement each time the character’s experience point total reaches a milestone based 

on achieving a new level. Levels in Pathfinder run from 1 to 20. Between these 

milestones, characters do not change, except in the acquisition and disposition of 

equipment. This creates an odd internal procedure, in that characters only advance 

through resolving encounters - combat is not only the primary encounter design element, 

it is the primary vector through which players improve every element of their characters, 

including aspects of their character that have nothing to do with combat: bards become 

better musicians through combat, clerics gain greater spiritual understanding through 

combat, and so on.  

Character Creation. Character creation in Pathfinder is an iteration of the oldest 

TRPG character creation process.  

First, players generate their characters’ Ability Scores - numerical expressions of 

different physical and mental capabilities. Pathfinder’s Core Rulebook offers five 

different ways to generate Ability Scores (Bulmahn, 15). The “Standard” version for 

Pathfinder has a player roll four six-sided dice, choose the three that rolled the highest 

value, and add them together, producing a number between three and eighteen. The 
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player then repeats this process five more times, generating six numbers. The player may 

then assign those numbers as they choose to any of the six character abilities: 

Strength: Muscle Power, to include both how much a character can lift and how 

hard a character hits with a melee weapon, such as a sword or hammer. 

Dexterity: Physical coordination and agility, to include both how nimble a 

character is and how naturally adept they are with ranged weapons, including longbows 

or thrown daggers. 

Constitution: A character’s physical resiliency and general health. Constitution 

governs such elements as how long a character can undertake strenuous activity, as well 

influencing how many hit points they have. 

Intelligence: A general measure of a character’s capacity to learn and reason. 

Intelligence affects both how many different skills a character might possess, as well as 

how well they know and retain the academic subjects they have studied. 

Wisdom: A measure of the character’s natural perception and willpower. Wisdom 

affects how readily a character can resist mind control, and how attentive they are to both 

hard-to-spot details and to the motivations of others. 

Charisma: A measure of the character’s charm, force of personality, and general 

attractiveness. Charisma is used to determine how well a character persuades, whether by 

argument, deception, or intimidation (Bulmahn, 16-17). 

The assignment of Ability Scores is important, as different classes are more 

reliant on different ability scores (Fighters tend to rely on strength, Wizards tend to rely 

on Intelligence). The “standard” system allows the players to assign their rolled scores as 
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they like, giving the player a good deal of agency over their character, insofar as they 

may give their highest scores to their most important ability scores (Bulmahn, 15). In 

contrast, the “Classic” system, based on D&D’s original ability score generation system 

from the first edition of the game, has players roll three six-sided dice, and can even 

require the player to apply them to their character in the order they are rolled, so the first 

roll would go to Strength, the second to Dexterity, and so on. This system, which 

produces more randomness in the ability scores, also can lead to a character who is 

wholly unfit for the character the player had in mind. If a player wants to play a Fighter, 

but rolls a 5 for Strength, they will be unable to wear the heavy armor or wield the larger 

weapons that are the hallmark of the class. This can result in the dice essentially 

determining the optimal class for a character, a phenomenon we will encounter again in 

Call of Cthulhu. 

Second, players choose their character’s race - a term that derives from J.R.R. 

Tolkien’s understanding of the term (Sturtevant 2017), and is likely misused in modern 

understanding. Pathfinder’s Core Rulebook lists seven races: dwarves, halflings, elves, 

humans, gnomes, half-orcs, and half-elves. In Pathfinder, as in D&D before it, “Race” is 

a combination of culture, physiognomy, and physical or mental ability. Medieval Scholar 

Helen Young notes: 

 

In Middle Earth, unlike reality, race is objectively real rather than socially 

constructed. There are species (elves, men, dwarves, etc.), but within those 

species there are races that conform to 19th-century race theory, in that their 
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physical attributes (hair color, etc.) are associated with non-physical attributes that 

are both personal and cultural. There is also an explicit racial hierarchy which is, 

again, real in the world of the story. Middle Earth is literally a racist's fantasy 

land. (Perry, 2017) 

 

While it is problematic, it is probably safe to say that the mechanization of these 

worldview in D&D rose not from Gygax and Arneson believing in 19th-century race 

theory, but from the practical necessities of Kriegspiel-style wargames. Each soldier on a 

wargaming table must have defined characteristics for ease of gameplay, and these 

soldiers are differentiated by their equipment and by their personal capabilities, which 

become fixed values.  

The decision, however, to translate this system of differentiation to race has 

produced a cascade of problems throughout the game’s development, especially when 

combined with the game’s stridently positivist morality system of Alignment. In 

Pathfinder, elves get a 2-point bonus to their Dexterity and Intelligence scores, and a -2 

penalty to their Constitution ability score. As a result, the semantic paideia rules of the 

game state that Elves are, on average, measurably smarter and more graceful than other 

races, while being less physically robust. Pathfinder compounds this problem with 

language that would be downright distressing out of context (and isn’t much better in 

context): “Of course, each race is best suited to a specific type of role…” (Bulmahn, 

2009). While the practical element of game design explains the reasoning behind the 

choices, both the rules and, occasionally, the writing, create a risk that the game “tells 
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those children and adults who play it that racial difference equals differences in ability, 

and even morality” (Sturtevant 2017)  

Third, players choose a class. If the concept of “Race” is ill-used in Pathfinder, 

the concept of “class” is radically different from what many would think of when they 

hear the term, as a “class” in Pathfinder is more akin to a profession, focusing on training 

in particular skills and abilities. Some of the classes seem to derive more from cultural 

upbringing (the Barbarian) and some from specific effort (the Wizard), but all represent 

the “what you do” of making a Pathfinder character. The eleven classes are: Barbarian, 

Bard, Cleric, Druid, Fighter, Monk, Paladin, Ranger, Rogue, Sorcerer, and Wizard 

(Bulmahn, 30). Each Class is defined by several shared characteristics. Each class gets a 

Hit Die - a die with a certain number of sides that determines how many hit points a 

character earns for each character level. The classes more involved in physical combat 

tend to have dice with more sides, so a Wizard may only get a six-sided die for 

determining hit points, while a Barbarian gets a 12-sided die. The classes also get specific 

bonuses to a statistic called their Base Attack Bonus, which is used, usually in 

conjunction with Strength or Dexterity, to determine their accuracy when attacking a 

target. They also get bonuses specific to class to three statistics called Saving Throws. A 

saving throw is made when a character is subjected to a potentially hazardous effect, 

rolling a d20 and adding the saving throw modifier, which, like the Base Attack Bonus, is 

added to a modifier based on an ability score. Each class also gets a fixed number of skill 

points, a fungible pool of points that may be spent to represent training in an array of 

particular skills, from beer brewing to lockpicking. Finally, there is a set of “class 
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abilities,” which range from the ability to cast spells to the ability to enter an ability 

score-enhancing “rage.” The class is, essentially, an entire suite of rules that impact the 

character’s capacity and development from the beginning of the game to its ultimate 

conclusion. 

Fourth, a player assigns skill points and feats. Skill points, as mentioned above, 

are a game resource used to develop a character’s learned skills. Each class receives a 

different number of skill points per level, modified by their Intelligence score. Feats are 

special abilities, akin to the class abilities unique to each class, but are available as add-

on options to any class. Some feats are more appropriate to some classes (Feats that 

improve a character’s damage output with a melee weapon would be of less utility to 

characters that focus on ranged weapons or spells), and some have prerequisites in other 

feats, requiring a character to take an initial feat, and then wait until a later level when 

they are free to take subsequent feats. Skills and feats allow customization between 

characters, so that no two of the same class need look exactly like, in mechanical terms. 

So, one fighter may be a massive figure who can do terrible damage with a single swing 

of her sword, while another may be lithe and nimble, darting in and out with a rapier 

(Reflecting a single historical time period of arms and armor is not one of the game’s 

priorities). In Pentad terms, this allows players to fine-tune their personal conception of 

their semiotic sigil, even as the mechanics of attack and damage remain consistent, 

regardless of the player’s choices. 

Finally, the player purchases their character’s equipment. Each character gets a 

certain allocation of starting funds, measured in “gold pieces,” and can use those funds to 
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purchase equipment critical to their profession - arms and armor for more martial 

characters, magical scrolls and ingredients for spell-using characters, or some 

combination thereof.  

As an Agent/Agency ratio, Pathfinder’s character creation system gives the 

Agency (the rules) a lot of control over the process, with that control dominant in 

scenarios such as the “Classic” Ability Score generation system. The game confines the 

player, for the most part, to a few broad choices that determine much of a character’s 

capability, only then allowing for customization in  

terms of how the character goes about fulfilling a somewhat predetermined role. 

This combines with the challenge rating system, which is calculated based on a character 

that has made relatively optimal combat choices, to make the game more difficult for 

players who do not make choices that optimize their predetermined capabilities. Thus, a 

player could make choices that do not optimize their prescribed capabilities, but their 

gameplay experience will be more difficult because of it. The rules of the game, in the 

fixed capacities of character class, dominate the semiotic sigil, especially in comparison 

to games like Trail of Cthulhu or 7th Sea.  

Behavioral Paideia Rule - Alignment. Pathfinder uses a descriptor referred to as 

“Alignment” to express a character’s ethical and moral outlook. The Alignment system 

has been a part of the game since Dungeons and Dragons was first published. Alignment 

is expressed as two words, indicating the character’s viewpoint on two axes: Law vs. 

Chaos and Good vs. Evil. Characters may prefer one to the other, or may be neutral on 

the matter. This results in 9 potential character alignments: Lawful Good, Lawful 
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Neutral, Lawful Evil, Neutral Good, Neutral (also called “True Neutral”), Neutral Evil, 

Chaotic Good, Chaotic Neutral, and Chaotic Evil (Bulmahn, 166). 

Pathfinder expresses the concept of good as protecting innocent life, being 

altruistic, and having concern for the dignity of others. Evil, contrariwise, destroys 

innocent life and injures or kills at will, usually for fun or profit. Law “implies 

trustworthiness, obedience to authority, and reliability” (Bulmahn, 2009), but also implies 

a “lack of adaptability” (Bulmahn, 166), at least in the short term. Chaos “implies 

freedom, adaptability, and flexibility. On the downside, chaos can include recklessness, 

resentment toward legitimate authority...and irresponsibility” (Bulmahn, 166). Neutrality 

in any of these areas implies that the character could apply the values of either side 

situationally, or that they view either viewpoint as extreme and actively strive to achieve 

a middle ground.  

Pathfinder grants the Game Master the prerogative of determining if a player is 

acting within their stated alignment. For most of the classes, failure to do so has little 

impact, and they can even switch alignments without penalty. Several classes, however, 

have alignment restrictions (Barbarians cannot be Lawful, Paladins and Monks must be 

Lawful, and Paladins must be Good), and a switch of alignment causes them to lose many 

of their class abilities. In addition, there are spells and magical items, whose effects are 

determined by their targets alignment. Indeed, the spell, detect evil (Bulmahn, 266), has a 

chart outlining how evil presents a detectable aura that varies in strength, based on its 

source, and increases as a character increases in level, regardless of their actions. 

Additionally, certain spells and magical items do increased harm to targets of a particular 
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alignment. These rules create a semantic paideia rule that effectively states that these 

concepts are measurable forces. The rules can even leap into symbolic paideia rules at 

points, as James Jacobs, Paizo Publishing’s Creative Director, pointed out: 

 

Spells with the Evil descriptor are evil; that's why they have that descriptor. Same 

goes for Good or Lawful or Chaotic. That means that certain classes can't really cast them 

at all (divine classes of different alignments), but that other classes (arcane spellcasters, 

for the most part) can cast them as much as they like. But casting alignment spells a lot 

will and should turn the caster toward that alignment… (Jacobs, 2011) 

 

 

Such a rule acts as a restraint of Agency in the Player Frame, with the rules 

providing negative consequences for certain actions (there is no reward mechanism for 

playing within one’s alignment), and a restraint of Purpose within the Character Frame, 

as Good characters must avoid acting maliciously. While earlier editions of the game 

assigned specific alignments to specific races, Pathfinder stipulates that any alignment 

listed for a creature of greater than animal intelligence “represent[s] the norm for those 

monsters - they can vary as you require them to in order to serve the needs of your 

campaign” (Baur, et al., 5). 

The current iteration of the Alignment rules reveals a growing disconnect between 

authors who support a more morally relativist approach, with players able to make 

flexible decisions both for their own enjoyment, and in terms of the greater good. As 
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Jacobs noted in Ashes at Dawn, a Pathfinder adventure in which the player characters 

were supposed to work alongside a group of very evil vampires, “So obviously, like 

many GMs, I like the bad guys, I like overwhelming odds, and I liked shades of gray and 

seeing the heroes forced beyond their comfort zones” (Jacobs, 4). These likes, however, 

are on a collision course with the procedural argument of the Alignment rules, especially 

for the character class of Paladin. The Paladin, a class built to represent the concept of the 

“holy knight,” has explicit, alignment-based restrictions on the persons with whom they 

may associate. 

 

While she may adventure with good or neutral allies, a paladin avoids working 

with evil characters or with anyone who consistently offends her moral code. Under 

exceptional circumstances, a paladin can ally with evil associates, but only to defeat what 

she believes to be a greater evil. (Bulmahn, 64) 

 

Jacobs further argues in Ashes at Dawn that a paladin could work with the 

vampires in this story under the “defeat a greater evil” exception, save that this exception 

is left to the character to determine. This effort to insert relative conceptions of evil into a 

game whose metaphysic has a binary good/evil state is emblematic of the procedural 

struggle Alignment creates for both game designers and game players.  

The divergence of opinion on what constitutes Good and Evil can create some 

intra-party dissension. During one of the recorded play sessions, one of the characters, a 

spellcaster named Variel, cast a spell that seized control of the mind of one of the party’s 
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enemies, a Frost Giant. Also in the party was a paladin, Lem. Lem found the action to be 

evil and objected, leading to an extended in-character argument between the two 

characters. Despite Lem’s objections, and those of his player, neither Variel, Variel’s 

player, or the GM found that the action to warrant a shift in alignment, so while Lem 

considered the act to be evil, the paladin’s ability to detect evil indicated that Variel was 

not evil. 

In terms of the analytical framework, Alignment appears in several places in both 

frames. For the player, Alignment is part of their semiotic sigil, with symbolic meaning 

that can vary in significance, depending on other choices they make - the rogue, a non-

magic-using character who focused primarily on stealth and deception, may be less 

concerned about the implications of their alignment, but the Paladin, as shown above, has 

multiple concerns about not only their own alignment, and what behaviors it will dictate, 

but also the alignment of their rogue companion. Alignment also has an asymmetric 

effect on the player as a constraint on their options in any given scene.  For the character, 

Alignment is a force as present as gravity: measurable, quantifiable, and with distinct 

effects. In addition to being a part of the character agent, it can be a defining factor in 

their Purpose, leading to choices of Act, and even having effects on their Agency of 

choice if their weapons or spells react to different alignments in a discriminatory fashion. 

Despite the protestations of game designers (to say nothing of generations of players), 

alignment is.  
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Call of Cthulhu 

History. D&D spawned multiple similar games, but it did not take too long for 

genres other than fantasy to make their appearance. Traveler was the first TRPG to 

explore the Science Fiction genre. By and large, however, the games being released were 

D&D with some change to the rules or the perceived milieu. One of the earliest of these 

was Runequest, developed by the publisher, Chaosium (Appelcline, 83). Chaosium would 

then use its own ruleset to release one of the first licensed properties, Stormbringer, a 

fantasy game set in the world of fantasy writer Michael Moorcock. In November of 1981, 

Chaosium took a chance on a new genre for TRPGs - horror. Seeming to defy 

conventional wisdom about TRPGs acting as a wish-fulfillment power fantasy (Hite 

2010), Call of Cthulhu, became Chaosium’s most famous and most enduring property 

(Appelcline, 86). Now in its 7th edition, Call of Cthulhu never quite achieved the fame in 

popular culture of D&D, but its influence on TRPGs is almost as prevalent. 

Call of Cthulhu uses as its basis the weird horror writings of H.P. Lovecraft. 

Lovecraft’s writings, themselves influenced by Arthur Machen, Algernon Blackwood, 

and Edgar Allan Poe (Lovecraft 1927), presume a world in which horrible monsters exist 

either in the unknown reaches of the world (Antarctica, the depths of the ocean), or just 

outside humanity’s perceptive capacity. Furthermore, even becoming aware of these 

entities is, in Lovecraft’s design, damaging to a person’s psychological stability (Hite 

2010). Lovecraft’s writings have been criticized sharply for elements of racism and 

misogyny, as the author’s fear of the unknown readily extended into a fear of anyone who 

wasn't a white, middle-class New Englander (House 2017). 
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CoC uses nomenclature to set itself apart from fantasy adventures. The players’ 

characters are referred to as “Investigators,” and the GM is called the “Keeper” (short for 

“Keeper of Arcane Lore”). CoC also innovated in terms of its business model - while 

most TRPGs sold mixes of adventures and rulebooks, Chaosium focused almost 

exclusively on adventures, often based on Lovecraft’s stories (and responding to 

Lovecraft’s racism and misogyny with varying levels of success). Call of Cthulhu’s 

adventures became famous for their player handouts: papers made to look like telegrams, 

diary entries, or even annotated photographs, that could be given directly to the 

Investigators as clues (Appelcline, 86). 

Since the release of 7th edition, Chaosium and the TRPG community have made a 

more concerted effort to come to terms with Lovecraft’s more odious beliefs, in the same 

way as lifelong Lovecraft fan and author Victor LaValle did with his book, The Ballad of 

Black Tom (2016), a retelling of the quite racist The Horror at Red Hook from the 

perspective of an African-American jazz musician. Darker Hue Studios has released a 

supplement for CoC 7e, Harlem Unbound, set in the Harlem Renaissance and inviting the 

Investigators to not only familiarize themselves with that history, but to confront the 

racial tensions of the period and the genre (Spivey 2017).  

Gameplay. Player characters are referred to as “Investigators” by the text (Mason 

and Fricker, Investigator’s Handbook, 12), and the narrative model of play involves 

characters encountering and uncovering the mind-bending truths of the Cthulhu Mythos. 

Most of the pre-written adventures are modeled in the vein of mysteries, with varying 

degrees of horror and/or adventure. Masks of Nyarlathotep is a story that takes the 
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Investigators around the world as they try to stop a cult of the eponymous Great Old One 

from summoning him to earth (DiTillio and Wills, 2010). Beyond the Mountains of 

Madness leans more into the horror side of the equation: while the Investigators are still 

headed into mystery in an expedition to Antarctica, there is little to no struggle against 

the monsters involved - only the uncovering of their existence, which is horrible for its 

own sake (Engan and Engan 1999). The game has a default setting of Earth in the 1920’s 

(when Lovecraft was writing), but can be adjusted for any timeframe. 

Success or failure in any action is based on a percentile system - both attributes 

and skills have a rating from 01 to 95. Players roll “percentile dice,” which can be 

specially made 100-sided dice, but are usually two ten-sided dice, with one representing 

the “tens” place and one representing the “ones” place (Mason and Fricker, Investigator’s 

Handbook, 6). A player attempts a standard difficulty action by attempting to roll under 

the unmodified value of their skill. A player attempts a hard action by attempting to roll 

under a number equal to half the value of their skill. A player attempts an extreme action 

by attempting to roll under a number equal to one-fifth of their skill. So, Jessie, an 

Investigator with a Drive Auto skill of 80% would need to roll an 80 or less on percentile 

dice in order to dodge a fallen log in the road that she saw coming, whereas she would 

need a 40 or less for a hard roll - perhaps she only saw the log at the last second, and a 16 

or less for an extreme roll - the log rolled into the road in the middle of the night in the 

rain (Mason and Fricker, Investigator’s Handbook, 48).  

The Investigator’s Handbook provides a chart that stipulates what a particular 

rating in a skill means in terms of professional proficiency (Mason and Fricker, 
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Investigator’s Handbook, 96). A rating of 6%-19% represents a “neophyte” with a “small 

amount of knowledge,” while a rating of 50%-74% equates to “professional” and a rating 

of 75%-89% represents an “expert.” Mechanically, this means that an “expert” with a 

rating of 80% will, over the course of their career, fail at routine uses of that skill one out 

of every five times, to say nothing of hard or extreme rolls. It also means that even 

supremely skillful characters, with ratings of 95% in a skill, will fail half of their hard 

skill checks, and four out of every five extreme skill checks.  

Unlike Pathfinder, an Investigator’s hit points do not increase as they gain 

experience - indeed, the game does not use experience points to facilitate advancement. 

Instead, whenever a player successfully uses a skill in play (that is, they roll equal to or 

under the difficulty assigned by the Keeper), they place a checkmark next to the skill on 

their character sheet. At the conclusion of an adventure or a chapter of a longer story, 

players may attempt to improve any skill with a check mark. They roll percentile dice, 

just as if they were making a skill check. However, in this roll, the goal is to roll higher 

than the character’s current skill rating, as improving a skill becomes more difficult the 

better one gets at it. If the player successfully rolls higher, they may then roll a 10-sided 

die and add the result to the rating of their skill. (Mason and Fricker, Keeper’s Rulebook, 

94). In this way, the game makes a procedural argument, via its semantic paideia rules of 

advancement, that characters only improve the skills they use - an argument that is 

actually quite rare in TRPGs: Call of Cthulhu is the only game in this study that makes it.  

Character Creation. Of all the games this project studied, Call of Cthulhu appears 

to grant the most privilege to the rules in the Agent/Agency ratio of character creation. 
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The first step of character creation is to generate an Investigator’s “characteristics,” 

which function like the ability scores of Pathfinder. The characteristics are a little 

different, and their generation system is fixed: roll a number of six-sided dice and 

multiply the result by 5. The characteristics, which are similar to those found in 

Pathfinder, are: 

 Strength - a measure of the character’s physical power 

 Constitution - a measure of the character’s physical health and hardiness 

 Size - as you may have guessed, this is a measure of the character’s 

physical size 

 Dexterity - A measure of the character’s physical coordination and grace 

 Appearance - Despite its name, this is actually a combination of physical 

attractiveness and engaging personality. 

 Intelligence - A measure of how well characters “learn, remember, analyze 

information, and solve complex puzzles” (Mason and Fricker, 

Investigator’s Handbook, 44) 

 Power - A measure of the character’s force of will, and is also used if the 

character wishes to attempt to use any of the in-game magic. 

 Education - A measure of the “formal and factual knowledge possessed by 

the Investigator” (Mason and Fricker, Investigator’s Handbook, 45). 

 Luck - Luck is a characteristic used to determine if the character can catch 

a lucky break or if there is a question as to how random chance might treat 

the character. 
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Most characteristics use three six-sided dice, as in the “Classic” version of the 

Pathfinder character creation, but some use other formulations. The Size, Intelligence, 

and Education characteristics, are generated by rolling two six-sided dice and adding 6 as 

a number (i.e. A player rolls two dice, gets 4 and 3. To this 7, they then add 6 to get a 

final score of 13). This variation on what is rolled for each characteristic prohibits the 

player from placing values in line with a predetermined character concept, effectively 

allowing the dice to determine the broad outlines of an Investigator’s capability without 

any creative input from the player.  

This phenomenon manifested in the one of the study’s talk aloud protocols, in 

which a player was creating an Investigator for a hypothetical Call of Cthulhu game. The 

Investigator’s name was Clara and the player stated that she had originally envisioned 

Clara as a small, somewhat bookish, Investigator, but the characteristic rolls radically 

changed that plan. Clara’s dice rolls produced an Education characteristic of 75, near the 

upper end of the spectrum, but also produced a Size characteristic of 75. This then 

combined with a Constitution characteristic of 30, meaning that Clara was well-educated, 

physically large, and sickly. This combination of characteristics struck Clara’s player as 

“odd,” and that oddity became a polestar in developing Clara’s background, moving from 

a mousy, bookish sort, to a Western Plains cowpoke and tracker.  

Once characteristics are generated, the character’s age is selected. Investigators 

are permitted to be of any age between 15 and 90 years old. As age increases, penalties 

are applied to the physical characteristics; however, these are traded for more skill points 

(Mason and Fricker, Investigator’s Handbook, 45). If the character’s Strength and Size 
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are considerable, they may also have a derived value that increases the amount of damage 

they do with unarmed attacks. The Constitution and Size characteristics are used to 

determine the character’s hit points, which, as in Pathfinder, are an abstraction to 

represent the amount of damage a character may sustain without dying. Finally, Dexterity 

and Strength are used to calculate the character’s movement rate, as the capacity to flee 

from Mythos horrors is an important statistic to know in Call of Cthulhu. 

Once Characteristics have been determined, the player then selects the 

Investigator’s Occupation. As may be guessed from the name, Occupation usually refers 

to how the player’s investigator makes a living (Accountant, Nurse, Spy), but may also 

refer to what an investigator does rather than have a profession (Dilettante, Street Punk). 

Each occupation provides four key pieces of information for making an investigator. The 

Occupation establishes how many Occupational Skill Points the player may spend, which 

is provided as a multiplier to the character’s Education ability score. It also provides an 

upper and lower boundary for the character’s Credit Rating, a skill reflective of both the 

investigator’s actual wealth and their standing in society - the further back in history the 

game is set, the more likely these two items are to be explicitly tied together. Third, the 

Occupation lists suggested contacts for someone in that occupation, so the player may 

define some of their investigator’s relationships. Finally, the Occupation gives a list of 

between seven and ten Skills. These are the investigator’s Occupational Skills and the 

only skill on which Occupational Skill Points may be spent (Mason and Fricker, 

Investigator’s Handbook, 49). 
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The player then spends their Occupational Skill Points on their Occupational 

skills and Credit Rating, increasing their rating by 1 for each point spent from a 

predetermined starting value. In the character creation talk-aloud protocol mentioned 

above, Clara chose the Occupation of “Cowboy/girl,” which gave her the Occupational 

Skill of Track. Track has a base rating of 10%. Clara’s player spent 40 of her 

Occupational Skill Points to give her a rating of 50%, meaning she needs to roll a 50 or 

less on percentile dice in order to succeed at finding and following the tracks of humans 

or animals. 

Once Occupational Skill Points have been spent, the player gets a pool of 

“Personal Interest” points equal to their Education rating times two (Mason and Fricker, 

Investigator’s Handbook, 50). These points may be spent on any skill in the game, as 

they represent the personal preferences of the investigator, rather than their professional 

training.  

The fourth step of character creation is to create a backstory, or a personal history 

of the investigator (Mason and Fricker, Investigator’s Handbook, 50). This can be done 

independently by the player, though the text does provide a series of tables of random 

personal characteristics and historical moments that a player may use, rolling dice to 

randomly generate their investigator’s history (Mason and Fricker, Investigator’s 

Handbook, 52-56). 

Finally, the player selects the investigator’s equipment, with the investigator’s 

Credit Rating determining whether they own certain expensive items, such as a home or 
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car, as well as constraining their ability to purchase other goods (Mason and Fricker, 

Investigator’s Handbook, 58).  

Behavioral Paideia Rule - Sanity. One particular “skill” in Call of Cthulhu is so 

central to the game that, while all the other skills are covered together in Chapter Four of 

the Keeper’s Rulebook, it gets its own chapter in Chapter Eight: Sanity. Sanity sits 

somewhere between the rules for skills and the rules for hit points, as it is rated like a 

skill, but is not a trained ability so much as it is the capacity of the character to withstand 

mental trauma. 

 Sanity is the game’s register of the investigator’s flexibility and resistance 

to emotional trauma. Characters that start with a high number of Sanity points find it 

easier to rationalize traumatic events or to repress horrific memories. Those with a lower 

number of Sanity points are mentally fragile and more susceptible to emotional upset. 

While the cosmic horror of the Cthulhu Mythos is the fundamental assault on the mind of 

an investigator, other gruesome and comparatively ordinary sights and events can also 

cause emotional disturbance (Mason and Fricker, Keeper’s Rulebook, 154). 

As noted above, and made obvious through the reference to “Sanity Points,” 

Sanity is a characteristic that is expected to vary over the course of gameplay, usually 

reducing in value as the investigator encounters terrors both human and supernatural. 

When an investigator encounters something that could produce mental trauma, the player 

makes a Sanity Roll, which functions like a skill check: the player rolls percentile dice, 

attempting roll equal to or lower than their current Sanity point total (Mason and Fricker, 

Keeper’s Rulebook,154). Most Sanity rolls have two values - the first is how many Sanity 
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points are lost if the Sanity roll is successful, the second is how many points are lost if the 

roll fails, invariably more than the investigator would have lost if they had succeeded on 

the roll. For example, discovering a corpse or a human body part where one would not 

normally expect to find them is a Sanity roll with a cost of 0/1d3 (Mason and Fricker, 

Keeper’s Rulebook, 155). If investigator Bonnie, current Sanity score 67, encounters a 

corpse in the woods, Bonnie’s player would roll percentile dice. If she rolls 67 or less, 

she loses no Sanity. If she rolls 68 or higher, she would lose 1d3 Sanity points, calculated 

by rolling a six-sided die and dividing by two, to get a value between one and three.  

Sanity is an increasing problem for investigators as the game progresses, since 

failed rolls lead to a reduced score, which leads to more failed rolls as it becomes harder 

to roll under the now-reduced score, and so on. When an investigator reaches 0 Sanity, an 

investigator is removed from play, unable to function any longer in society (Mason and 

Fricker, Keeper’s Rulebook, 154). If a Call of Cthulhu scenario follows a traditional 

dramatic structure for horror stories, increasing the frequency and intensity of horrible 

sights the further the story goes, this makes the situation even more perilous for the 

investigator, as the most frightening things will be encountered when they are least 

prepared to deal with them. 

Sanity has a special relationship with one of the other skills in the game: Cthulhu 

Mythos. Cthulhu Mythos is a game-unique skill, reflecting the investigator’s knowledge 

of the eponymous Cthulhu, the other Great Old Ones of Lovecraft’s cosmology, and the 

cults or monsters that purport to serve those creatures. An investigator’s maximum Sanity 

score is inversely proportional to their skill rating in the Cthulhu Mythos skill, so an 
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investigator with a rating of 25% in Cthulhu Mythos could never have a higher Sanity 

Score than 74 (99 minus their rating in the Cthulhu Mythos skill). This peculiar 

relationship sets up one of the game’s fundamental procedural arguments about the nature 

of the mythos: the more a person knows about it, the less they can reasonably cope with 

mental shock and trauma.  

In a recorded play session for this study, the Keeper used a pre-written Call of 

Cthulhu scenario, titled Archimedes 7, that leverages the procedural argument of Sanity 

in an interesting way narratively. The premise of the scenario, set in the far future, is that 

the investigators are awakened from cryogenic sleep on a spaceship destined for a 

faraway colony. All of the investigators have two personalities: the one that is prominent 

when they awaken is a constructed one, built by the ship’s Artificial Intelligence while 

they’ve been sleeping. The second is their original personality and is that of a violent 

criminal (Wick 2010, 3). Over the course of the scenario, as players fail Sanity rolls, the 

Keeper reflects these Sanity losses to the players by describing how their character’s 

original personality begins to bleed into their new one in the form of hallucinations, 

flashbacks, and behavioral quirks (Wick 2010, 4). John Wick, author of the scenario (as 

well as the 7th Sea TRPG discussed later), is using two procedural arguments around 

Sanity: its progressive disintegration and its relationship to the ability to function in 

society, to create a narrative path for the characters. Again, we see the game privileging 

the rules, as this disintegration is unavoidable, barring remarkable lucky streaks on the 

part of the players and their dice. This becomes a procedural reinforcement of the horror 

genre, mechanizing an ever-increasing helplessness in order to create an atmosphere of 
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doom. Archimedes 7 takes that procedure and puts it front and center, making it a central 

part of the narrative. 

Like Alignment, Sanity has effects on both frames of the analytical framework, 

but the effects on the Player frame are more tangential than Alignment, as Sanity loss 

doesn’t actively constrain player behavior, although it does create certain incentives: 

players wishing to keep their investigator’s Sanity intact may begin attempting to have 

their characters avoid traumatic encounters (this tendency is pronounced enough in the 

history of the game that Trail of Cthulhu came up with a mechanic to push players - 

Drives). How the player translates their diminishing Sanity into character action is largely 

up to them, but certain large sanity losses can trigger momentary manias or behavioral 

aberrations (Mason and Fricker, Keeper’s Rulebook, 158) or even permanent behavioral 

disorders (Mason and Fricker, Keeper’s Rulebook, 159). For long-term campaigns, the 

game offers rules for psychiatric treatment (Mason and Fricker, Keeper’s Rulebook, 164), 

though the value of such treatment varies depending on the campaign’s timeframe. As 

demonstrated by Archimedes 7, Sanity as procedural rhetoric can enhance narratological 

rhetoric in a self-reinforcing cycle.  

In Pentad terms, Sanity exists as a function of the Agent in the Character Frame - 

the Investigator. It’s also demonstrative of how the rules can develop the player’s 

semiotic sigil through gameplay: the progressively deteriorating state of the investigator’s 

psyche grants the Agent increasing primacy in ratio to other factors in each consecutive 

scene, as their increasingly tenuous grip on reality alters and/or constraints their 

relationship with other Pentad factors. Again, Archimedes 7 makes this implicit rule of 
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causality an explicit part of the narrative, altering the investigators’ perceptions and 

motivations bit by bit in order to create narrative uncertainty and increase story tension. 

From the player’s perspective, the character is a self-conception, layered over with the 

selected fictive blocks from the player’s store of Invention. Sanity is a mechanization of 

the character’s self-conception and leverages its deterioration to reinforce Call of 

Cthulhu’s focus on the tropes of the horror genre.  

Trail of Cthulhu 

History. TRPG publisher Pelgrane Press first released a game for the GUMSHOE 

system, created by Robin D. Laws, in 2006, with a game called The Esoterrorists. 

Pelgrane would release a second game for the game system, Fear Itself, in 2007, thus 

announcing that they intended for it to be a platform for different settings and genres, 

rather than a game system designed for a specific setting. Their commercial success on 

these games was modest (Appelcline, 384) until game writer and Cthulhu aficionado 

Kenneth Hite wrote Trail of Cthulhu, released in 2008. If evaluated in terms of game 

support, Trail of Cthulhu is one of the most popular of the GUMSHOE games, as shown 

by the fact that it is the one of the only ones that receives regular support in additional 

books for the line.  

Gameplay. The GUMSHOE system (The name is not an acronym, but is 

capitalized, as Laws simply appreciated the aesthetic of that appearance) is based on a 

simple premise: the protagonists in mystery stories do not, generally, miss the clues 

needed to propel the story forward. GUMSHOE breaks up a player character’s abilities 
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into two categories: investigative abilities and general abilities, both of which operate 

under different rules of interpretation. 

 

Investigative abilities are those abilities used to get clues, such as Art History, 

Interrogation, or Flattery. In any scene in a GUMSHOE game, a PC can declare the use 

of an investigative ability and, if there is a clue there that can be found by that ability, 

they find it, without resorting to a die roll or other determining algorithm. The ratings in 

investigative abilities (usually 1-3) also represent pools of points that may be spent by the 

PC to discover additional details beyond the core clue that they receive automatically. 

The automatic success of investigative skills in GUMSHOE is the game’s fundamental 

procedural rhetoric, emphasizing to the player that this is a detective story, and detectives 

don’t miss clues in their own stories, though they may misinterpret them. The point of the 

story, the mechanic implies, is not the finding of the clues, but where the clues take the 

characters. Like Call of Cthulhu, the rules reinforce the perceived tropes of the game’s 

chosen literary genre. 

 

General abilities are mostly focused on those skills that involve getting to places 

important to the plot (Driving, Shadowing) and dealing with whatever trouble may be 

waiting for the PCs in those places (Electrical Repair, Firearms, or even the 

“Preparedness” skill, which is a skill for having just the right tool on hand for the job). 

These skills also represent pools of points to be spent, but those points are spent to 

modify a die roll that is used to determine success or failure (Hite 2007, 26). Players roll 
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a six-sided die against a difficulty determined by the GM, usually between 4 and 8, and 

they can choose to spend points, which are added to the total of the die roll. General 

abilities tend to be more highly rated - the game recommends a rating of 8 or more in 

abilities that are a character’s specialty (Hite 2007, 26), because these skills are not 

guaranteed, and may require multiple tests in a game session. There are a handful of ways 

point pools may refresh during a game session, but, for the most part, points spent are 

gone until the story’s end. 

Trail of Cthulhu diverges from Call of the Cthulhu, which it acknowledges as a 

predecessor, in that it is specifically designed to allow two “modes” of play (Hite 2007, 

7). In “Purist” mode, the Investigators are largely doomed, as they cannot possibly hope 

to compete with the cosmic horrors of the Cthulhu Mythos. Purist Mode places hard 

limits on two key abilities: Health and Stability, and increases the loss of those two 

abilities, and thus foreshortens the character’s inevitable decline into death or madness, 

respectively, In “Pulp” mode, the characters are closer to the detectives of the “hard-

boiled” mystery genre of Dashiell Hammett or Raymond Chandler, and are far more 

likely to encounter cultists of Cthulhu than the Great Old One itself (which they would 

still be helpless against). In Pulp mode, characters are more likely to achieve some sort of 

victory at the end of a story, and even be able to participate in multiple stories, though 

horror elements are still present.  

Character Creation. Trail of Cthulhu is unique in the games we are examining, in 

that there are no “attributes” or “ability scores” that represent a PC’s, called an 

“Investigator” in the same vein as Call of Cthulhu, capabilities. Players begin by 
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selecting an Occupation from a list of 20 in the character creation chapter (Hite, 9). Each 

Occupation provides three things for a character: a list of 8-10 Occupational abilities, 

investigative and general abilities that may be purchased from the player’s starting pool 

of build points at less cost than abilities not on that list; a lower and upper limit for Credit 

Rating, an Investigative ability that, like the skill of the same name in Call, is also a 

representation of a combination of the character’s wealth and social standing; and a 

special talent for that occupation, usually having to do with permanent and persistent 

access to some form of information or aid related to the occupation. For example, the 

“Professor” occupation grants the use of the Bureaucracy investigative ability to get 

access to restricted or closed library stacks, so long as the Professor’s academic 

credentials are intact, as determined by possession of an appropriate credit rating (Hite 

2007, 18). 

After selection of an occupation, players select a Drive for their character. An 

Investigator’s Drive is a one word or phrase explanation of why they investigate Mythos-

related mysteries, even after such investigations are demonstrated to be harmful to their 

health and mental stability, such as Adventure, Arrogance, or even Bad Luck (Hite 2007, 

19). This is also a divergence from Call of Cthulhu, where the desire to continue 

investigating things that are clearly both physically and psychologically lethal must come 

solely from the player. Drives can be used by the GM to prod reticent Investigators into 

proceeding further into the story.  

Once an Occupation and a Drive have been selected, players then spend their 

build points to define their Investigator’s abilities Hite 2007, 23). The investigative 
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abilities and general abilities have two separate pools of points. The pool of points for 

investigative abilities is based on the number of players at the table, in order to ensure 

that all of the possible investigative abilities could be purchased with a minimum of 

overlap between Investigators. In a two-player game, players get 24 points, whereas in a 

game with four or more players, they get 18. Since investigative abilities always work, 

there’s no need for backup in those skills, and making each player’s skill set unique gives 

each player a chance to stand out in each game. Players then get 65 build points for their 

general abilities, as these tend to have higher total ratings. 

As noted before, there are no broad-spectrum abilities, like Strength or 

Constitution, in Trail of Cthulhu. Thus, three general abilities stand out from the rest - 

Health, Stability, and Sanity. Health is a measure of the character’s physical well-being. 

It functions like hit points in Pathfinder or Call of Cthulhu, though unlike those games, it 

reflects the effect of ongoing damage by imposing mechanical penalties on a character’s 

efforts if it drops below a certain level. Sanity and Stability are discussed in more detail 

below.  

Behavioral Paideia Rule – Drives, Stability, and Sanity. Trail of Cthulhu divides 

Call of Cthulhu’s Sanity into two mechanics: Sanity and Stability. The description of 

Stability in the rulebook reads much like Mason and Fricker’s description of Sanity in 

Call - “Your Stability rating indicates your resistance to mental trauma” (Hite 2007, 48). 

Stability, for Trail, is an investigator’s “mental and emotional Health Pool” (Hite 2007, 

69) and functions very much in the same vein as Health, imposing penalties on a 

character’s actions as the score is diminished by “attacks” of horrific sights and scares. 
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An optional rule under Stability asks players to identify a person that acts as a “Source of 

Stability” for every 3 full rating points in the investigator’s Stability rating (p. 48). Also 

like Health, Stability can rise and fall with greater frequency in a game, as the 

investigator experiences mental shocks, but also has an opportunity to gather their 

thoughts or calm their nerves. 

 

Sanity, then, goes in a slightly different direction in Trail of Cthulhu, 

distinguishing it not as resistance to mental trauma, but as the ability to believe in 

anything at all: 

 

Exposure to the truths of the Cthulhu Mythos shatters the core of the human 

psyche by stripping away all illusions of human significance, benign nature, and loving 

God, leaving nothing but the terrifying vistas of cosmic nihilism. Your Sanity rating 

indicates the degree to which you can sustain the belief in any fundamental human 

concerns whatsoever. (Hite 2007, 46) 

Sanity is unique in the game in that there are no rolls that use the rating - players 

never have to roll a Sanity test or spend points from their Sanity pool. Sanity simply 

exists as a perpetually dwindling capacity to care about humanity. Like Call’s Sanity 

rating, Trail’s Sanity rating is capped inversely with the investigator’s rating in the skill 

Cthulhu Mythos (Hite 2007, 46). Again, the game is making the implicit procedural 

argument that cognizance of the Mythos is incompatible with living a normal human life. 
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Whereas the Stability skill has an optional system for personalizing what that 

rating means, Sanity has a mandatory system for doing so. For every 3 full rating points 

of Sanity, the player must define a “Pillar of Sanity” for their investigator. These pillars 

tend to be more philosophical, than personal - religious faith, a belief in human dignity or 

reason, and patriotism are all examples (Hite 2007, 47).  Obviously, witnessing 

something that damages their faith in one of those pillars can be especially harmful to the 

investigator. 

There are only two ways to lose Sanity in Trail of Cthulhu. Either an 

investigator’s Stability is reduced to 0 by a shock that is explicitly Mythos-related 

(Seeing a corpse would not do it, but seeing a Mi-Go, an alien from the literature that 

experiments on humans, would), or the investigator attempts to use the Cthulhu Mythos 

ability. Here, Trail makes a far more explicit connection between knowledge of the 

Mythos and harm to the human psyche than Call does, as any use of the Cthulhu Mythos 

skill results in an automatic and unavoidable (Hite 2007, 74) Sanity loss. This decision, 

and the procedures that reinforce it, speak to Hite’s particular view on the nature of 

TRPGs that deal with Lovecraft’s cosmically nihilistic world. 

Hite, in discussing Call of Cthulhu as part of an article titled “The Man Who Shot 

Joseph Curwen,” refers to it as “almost entirely alone among roleplaying games in that its 

characters are moral adults” (Hite 2010). Specifically, protagonists in an extended TRPG 

campaign in the Cthulhu Mythos, who become aware of the terrible truths of Lovecraft’s 

various inhuman monsters, will eventually go mad. He compares this eventual reduction 

to someone, who, due to their choices, can no longer fit into civilized human existence, 
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with the westerns of John Ford, and knowledge of the Mythos with the gun and the 

willingness to use it that will eventually drive the cowboy out of civilized society (The 

article’s title is a play on the title of the film, “The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance”).  

Hite explicitly mechanizes these conceptions in Trail of Cthulhu. By divorcing 

Sanity from Stability, he isolates the part of the investigator that will irrevocably erode 

from exposure to the Mythos. He also addresses the concern, mentioned in the discussion 

of Call of Cthulhu, that some investigators may try to avoid further harm by avoiding 

direct exposure to the danger, by introducing the concept of the Drive. The “for whatever 

reason” that pushes investigators to investigate these terrible things is consciously 

selected by the player and the Keeper has the ability to use it to prod the character when 

the player is trying to avoid further harm to their investigator. If a player attempts to have 

their character resist going into danger, the Keeper may refer to the investigator’s Drive 

and exact a mechanical price for that resistance. The Keeper may declare the compulsion 

to be a “soft driver,” which would require the player to spend 2 points from their Stability 

rating, or a “hard driver,” which would require the player to spent 4 points from their 

Stability rating, in order to avoid further investigation (p. 73, Hite, 2007). These 

situations must relate to the drive, but provide a mechanized simulation of both the 

obsession that compels the investigator, and the risk of denying those obsessions, even in 

the face of obvious danger. By mechanizing this impulse, Trail makes it an integral part 

of the player’s semiotic sigil, in a similar fashion to Call, tilting the Agent/Agency ratio 

back towards the rules in specific moments to give narrative support to elements of the 

game’s genre.  
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This played an important part in a recorded actual play session of Trail of Cthulhu 

for this study, even as it happened near the beginning of the story. One of the 

Investigators, Dr. Morgan, a professor of Anthropology, managed to acquire a copy of 

one of the most infamous books in Lovecraft’s mythology - the Necronomicon. In order 

to understand the mystery that had been presented to the group, Dr. Morgan elected to 

read the text in search of information that might relate to some of the clues they had 

already discovered. He was successful, and thus paid the price for his new insight, as his 

Sanity dropped from eight to five due to the increase in his Cthulhu Mythos skill. At 

eight points, Dr. Morgan’s player had selected two pillars of sanity - his love of 

knowledge and his love of his wife, with whom he was planning a family. The loss of 

those points caused one of those pillars to be lost, effectively obliterating the good 

doctor’s love for his wife or his capability to consider having and raising a family in such 

a bleak cosmos. By mechanizing the process, the game forced the player to confront 

radical changes to his character’s worldview, a moment the player later stated was rich 

with emotional resonance, and drove home, for the player, the cost to the character that 

Sanity loss represented. 

Like the Sanity system in Call of Cthulhu, these mechanics exist to procedurally 

reinforce the tropes of the horror genre - of protagonists making unwise (or, at least, 

unsafe) decisions, and said decisions leading to bad consequences. Moreover, Trail of 

Cthulhu is a Persuasive Game, per Bogost, making an explicit argument about the nature 

of mature heroism and the concept of self-sacrifice.  
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In terms of our analytic framework, where Pathfinder’s Alignment system may 

have a tangential effect on an Agent’s Purpose, Trail of Cthulhu’s Drive mechanic can, at 

dramatically appropriate moments, empower Purpose to overwhelm all other 

considerations. The Drive system gives the Keeper the means to engage in a procedural 

dialogue with the player, offering options and letting the player choose which 

consequences to accept. That dialogue combines with the Sanity mechanic and its 

procedural rhetoric about the nature of humans, heroism, and the cosmos to make it a 

game that engages players and characters in a multilevel dialogue.  

Scion 

History. The Scion RPG was one of the last iterations of White Wolf Game 

Studio’s original “Storyteller System” game rules. First introduced in the horror TRPG 

Vampire: The Masquerade (Appelcline, 217), the Storyteller System uses broader skills 

than many of its predecessors (all “criminal” activities are grouped under the skill 

”Larceny”), and the game mechanized the relationships between the PCs and select 

NPCs, with purchasable background traits, such as Allies, Contacts, or Followers. White 

Wolf used the Storyteller System for games in a diverse array of genres, including horror, 

fantasy, science-fiction, and even a licensed game, based on the Street Fighter video 

game. 

Scion is set in a fantasy version of the modern world, in which the gods of various 

mythologies and religions are in conflict with the Titans, a term borrowed from Greek 

Myth to refer to the world-destroying monsters that appear in most world legends. 

Players portray the children of these gods, becoming involved in the war with the Titans 
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and the political conflicts between pantheons and between individual gods. The 

Pantheons appearing in the original book, Scion: Hero, are the Pesedjet (Egyptian), the 

Dodekatheon (Greek), the Aesir (Norse), the Atzlanti (Aztec), the Amatsukami 

(Japanese), and the Loa (Caribbean).  

Gameplay. Task resolution in Scion is superficially similar to that of 7th Sea, 

although the method of determining success diverges radically. In order to attempt any 

action, a player rolls a pool of tens-sided dice equal to an Attribute plus an Ability, 

producing a total of 1-10 ten-sided dice. Instead of adding up the dice, players search 

their roll for each die that rolled a 7, 8, 9, or 10 (Chambers, 172). These are successes. 

Despite their name, most actions actually require multiple successes in order to be fully 

successful. 10’s count as two successes in the total. One success might indicate that a 

character barely succeeds, or simply avoid failing long enough to try again, whereas a 

large number of successes would indicate success with ease or style. If a player rolls no 

successes (no dice show 7 or better), and any dice show a value of 1, this is a “botch,” 

usually resulting is some catastrophically bad failure (Chambers, 173). 

Epic Attributes modify this total by adding automatic successes - that is, there is 

no die roll, the total number of successes is simply increased by a number dependent on 

the rating of the Epic Attribute: a rating of 1 produces one automatic success, a rating of 

2 produces two, and a rating of 3 produces four (Chambers, 125). This also means that 

players can never “botch” a roll involving one of their Epic Attributes, as they always 

have at least one success. 
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Character Creation. Players create Hero Scions, which, as the book explains is, 

for game purposes, “an ethics-neutral term here meant to separate Scions from mere 

mortals” (Chambers, 122). As the characters progress, they will advance from Hero to 

Demigod and, eventually, to God, though these classifications receive their own, 

eponymously-titled, books.  

The first step in character creation is to select a Calling. A calling is a short phrase 

to describe the character, often in terms of their personality and/or profession: “Devious 

Hustler,” or “Courageous Soldier of Fortune.” The game notes that “a character’s Calling 

is typically influenced by his divine parent’s own predilections,” (Chambers, 97) so, 

while the game starts a player with a Calling, it’s also presuming the player comes to the 

game with some idea of which Pantheon and which god they want their character to 

descend from. This is actually the next step after Calling. Under each Pantheon are 

several gods and goddesses. Each deity has several abilities and powers that are 

“associated” with that deity. This functions as a sort of guidance for the player, in the 

same vein as an Occupation in Trail of Cthulhu; however, players in Scion are only 

required to spend a small portion of their skill points on associated abilities. Finally, 

players select their character’s Nature, a descriptive term for the character’s personality 

that identifies what the character considers important and self-affirming. Unlike Calling, 

Nature has a mechanical side to it, as it establishes circumstances under which a character 

may regain points in their Willpower trait by affirming their nature. For example, a 

character with the “Caregiver” nature gains a point of Willpower “when they help 
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another person overcome a major crisis or challenge” (Chambers, 113). Nature acts as a 

roleplaying guide for the player.  

Next, the player selects the character’s Attributes. Like ability scores in 

Pathfinder and Traits in 7th Sea, these are broad categories that define some basic 

capabilities of the character. There are nine Attributes, divided into three categories: 

Physical (Strength, Dexterity, Stamina), Social (Charisma, Manipulation, Appearance), 

and Mental (Perception, Intelligence, Wits). Players prioritize each category into Primary, 

Secondary, and Tertiary, receiving a descending number of points to apply to each 

category: eight for their primary category, six for their secondary, and four for their 

tertiary (Chambers, 98). Each Ability starts with one point for free, and may be raised no 

higher than five. It’s worth noting that the game considers a rating of two to be human 

average, with five being the highest any human will ever attain. Scions will hover around 

human average in their worst category, and be far superior to average in their secondary 

and primary categories. 

After Attributes, the player puts points into their character’s Abilities. There are 

24 Abilities in the game, and each has a scale from one to five, like the Attributes, though 

they do not get any points for free. Each deity has six “associated” abilities that receive 

discounts on improvement costs. The player receives 30 points to allocate to their 

Abilities. At least six of these points must be added to the associated abilities, though 

they may be added as the player wishes - they don’t have to have a rating in all of them, 

and no Ability may end up with a higher rating than three at this point (Chambers, 98). 

Some abilities are so broad that the game requires a character to specialize, such as Art, 
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Craft, or Science. One a specialty is chosen, that ranking may not be used for other 

specialties, though the player may buy additional specialties as separate Abilities.  

Once this is complete, the player selects the character’s supernatural powers. 

Scion’s divine abilities come in two forms: Epic Attributes and Purviews. Epic Attributes 

add to the character’s attributes, though their effect on task resolution is far more 

pronounced (see section on gameplay). No Epic Attribute may be higher than the 

Attribute with which it is associated (so a character’s Epic Strength may not be higher 

than their regular Strength), and no Epic Attribute may have a higher rating than the 

character’s Legend score minus one (see below). Purviews are thematic magical abilities 

centered around a concept associated with a deity: Chaos, Sun, Moon, Fertility, etc. 

These powers are rated from one to ten, but are capped in a similar fashion to Epic 

Attributes at a rating equal to the character’s Legend score minus one. Characters receive 

10 points to spend on Epic Attributes and Purview “Boons.” Epic Attributes cost 1 point 

per rank, while Boons cost a number of points equal to their rating, though players can 

pick and choose which Boons they buy - one need not buy the rating 1 Chaos Boon in 

order to buy the rating 2 Boon (Chambers, 99). 

In addition to innate supernatural powers, Scions get Birthrights - creatures, items 

of power, or even mortal followers related to their parent deity and/or Pantheon. Players 

get five points to distribute among the four possible types of Birthright: Creature, 

Followers, Guide, and Relic (Chambers, 99). Creatures can include highly intelligent 

animals to mythic beasts. Followers may range from normal mortals that worship that 

Scion’s pantheon (or even that Scion directly) to professional soldiers that serve the 
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Scion’s interests. A Guide is usually a powerful mythic being that acts as an advisor to 

the character. Finally, Relics are the magical items of myth. A Scion must have a Relic 

for each Purview they have taken in order to use the Purview’s powers. 

Next, the player selects the characters Virtues. Each Pantheon has a set of four 

Virtues, each character starts with a rating of one in each Virtue for free, and players 

receive five points to increase their Virtue ratings. Players may select an Virtues they 

like, but at least one must be from their parent’s Pantheon’s preassigned list (Chambers, 

99). Virtues will be discussed in more detail in the Behavioral Paideia Rule section.  

Finally, there are some derived characteristics to calculate, and then a final 

customization option. Each character has a Willpower trait, as mentioned when 

discussing Nature. A character’s starting Willpower score is equal to the sum of their two 

highest-rated virtues. Each character starts with a Legend score of two, and a pool of 

Legend points equal to their Legend score squared (so starting at 4) (Chambers, 100). 

Finally, each player gets 15 Bonus Points to spend to customize their character. Bonus 

Points may be spent on any aspect of the character, but certain aspects (Legend Score, 

Boons) are more expensive than others (Birthrights, Willpower) (Chambers, 101). 

Additionally, players receive a discount when spending Bonus Points to improve 

“associated” skills, Epic Attributes, or Purviews. 

Of all the game systems in this study, Scion grants the most privilege to the player 

in the Agent/Agency ratio. Only six of the player’s 30 skill points are required to be spent 

on the character’s associated powers, and the only other mandatory functions are the 

pools of points to be spent. A player may literally craft any sort of character they can 
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think of within the rules. Characters may even take powers that are not “associated” with 

their divine parent, though this will incur additional costs when it comes time to improve 

the character with Experience Points. If Call of Cthulhu grants the dice primacy over 

even the player’s desires, Scion grants the player near-absolute control over the contours 

of their character. In a talk-aloud protocol for creating a Scion character, Caroline, 

Caroline’s player started with the choice of a Calling - “Defense Lawyer.” Focusing on 

that, Caroline built a character around the idea of helping the helpless. The character had 

practically no combat abilities, which would be practically impossible in a game like 

Pathfinder, but Scion’s minimal influence on the player’s choices allowed her to craft her 

semiotic sigil with the rules, rather than working against them. 

Behavioral Paideia Rule - Virtues. Each player chooses four Virtues for their 

character, representing different ideals important to their conception of heroism. Each 

Pantheon has a pre-arranged set of four Virtues, and players may select these for their 

character, or may choose their own, though they must use at least one Virtue from their 

divine parent’s Pantheon. The Virtues are: Conviction, Courage, Duty, Endurance, 

Expression, Harmony, Intellect, Loyalty, Order, Piety, Valor, and Vengeance. Each 

Virtue expresses both proscriptive and prescriptive tenets of what it means to be a Hero 

or a being worthy of worship by mortals (Chambers, 117). For example, the Scion who 

take Valor as a virtue is required to defend the helpless or face an honorable opponent 

with honor, but is also forbidden from using underhanded tactics to win a battle, to say 

nothing of fleeing a battle out of concern for personal safety (Chambers, 121). 
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Mechanically, Virtues provide a benefit to reinforce behaviors in line with the 

Virtue and a behavioral constraint to impede characters from acting against their Virtue. 

Whenever a character is undertaking an action in accordance with one of their virtues, 

they may “invoke” that virtue for a bonus. Before the player rolls dice to determine 

success, they may spend a Willpower point and add a number of dice equal to the Virtue 

to the dice pool they are about to roll (Chambers, 117). They may do this a number of 

times equal to the rating in the Virtue over the course of a single Story.  

Contrariwise, if the player wants the character to act in a manner contrary to one 

of their Virtues, their Virtue may compel them to follow the Virtue’s tenets. The player 

must spend a Willpower point to act against their Virtue. If they have used all of their 

Willpower points, they must roll a number of dice equal to their Virtue rating. If the 

player rolls even a single success, the character must act in accordance with the dictates 

of the Virtue. If the player rolls more successes than they have current Willpower points, 

they may undergo what is referred to as a “Virtue Extremity,” where they are so 

overwhelmed by the supernatural demands of their Virtue that they go to dangerous and 

damaging lengths to atone for their failure to live up to the demands of the Virtue 

(Chambers, 118). 

The Virtue system, as a procedural rhetoric, is interesting because it splits the 

difference between reward systems like Hero Points and behavioral controls like 

Alignment. The game rewards players for acting in accordance with their definition of 

what constitutes a Hero, and punishes them for attempting to deviate too far from it. This 

makes a causal argument about the power of adhering to one’s beliefs, although it also 
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then makes an implicit argument against moral flexibility on certain points. Like Hero 

Points, it can hijack the Purpose aspect of the Pentad in the character frame, compelling 

Acts based on a supernaturally-enhanced belief system. As a component of the player’s 

Agency, it guides how the player roleplays their character’s behavior, and can even have 

impacts on engrossment and immersion when Virtue rolls create dissonance between a 

player’s objectives and what a character is compelled to do.  

7th Sea 

History. The first edition of 7th Sea was released by Alderac Entertainment 

Group (AEG) in 1999, billing itself as a “swashbuckling and sorcery” TRPG. It coincided 

with the release of a collectible card game of the same name. Set in the fictional world of 

Theah, itself a fantasy analogue of Renaissance-era Europe, the card game focused on the 

pirates and pirate hunters of the era, while the TRPG developed each nation of Theah as 

its own game setting, based on a select reading of the myths, folklore, and legends of that 

nation’s real-world analogue. 

 

The first edition ceased print production around 2004, releasing only digital 

books. The last book for first edition, Razor’s Edge, was released in 2005 

(Appelcline,266). 

 

In 2015, AEG sold the rights to 7th Sea to John Wick Presents (JWP) a game 

studio owned by John Wick, one of the original writers of 7th Sea. JWP crowdfunded a 

2nd edition of the game, setting a record at the time for the most funds ever raised by a 
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TRPG-related project on the Kickstarter website. 7th Sea 2nd edition was released in 

June of 2016. 

 

7th Sea 2nd edition also makes clear where the inspiration for Theah comes from, 

describing it as “inspired by our own Europe.” (Wick 2016, Back Cover) The nations of 

Theah are still based on European analogues. Avalon is based on Great Britain, and fuses 

fairy tales, Arthurian Legend, and some of the history of Elizabethan England (even 

though Queen Elizabeth reigned about 100 years before the date given). Castille is based 

on Spain and focuses on a struggle with an “Inquisition” that has taken over the Vaticine 

Church, 7th Sea’s analogue for the Catholic Church. Montaigne is based on France, 

leaning heavily on the stories of the Three Musketeers for stories of swashbuckling and 

royal intrigue. Eisen is based on Germany, represented as devastated by the War of the 

Cross (An analogue of the Thirty-Years War), and filled with both desperate refugees and 

fantasy monsters. The Sarmatian Commonwealth is the only nation that did not exist in 

the first edition of 7th Sea, and it is based on Poland. Ussura is based on Russia, and 

combines analogues of the Tsarist struggles of Imperial Russia with legends of Baba 

Yaga. Vodacce is based on Italy, and is the most intrigue-heavy of the nations, with 

strong inspiration coming from a fairly cynical read of Niccolo Machiavelli’s The Prince. 

Finally, Vendel is a mix of Scandinavia and Denmark, with an ongoing internal struggle 

between the old nobility, who behave very much like Viking raiders, and the merchant 

class, who has made the nation into an economic power in Theah. Each nation has its 

own form of magic, as well as its own school of formal sword fighting. Religion is 
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largely divided between the Vaticine Church and the Objectionists (An analogue to the 

Protestant Reformation), though local faiths persist.  

Gameplay. 7th Sea represents a shift in some of the basic presumptions that have 

driven most task-resolution systems in TRPGs. Wick described this process as “Roll and 

Move,” a phrase derived from two generalizations about how board games work (Wick, 

2015). Some board games, and nearly all TRPGs, are “Move and Roll,” a character 

approaches a point at which some action may be attempted, and then rolls dice to 

determine whether they may succeed at the task. In a “Roll and Move” game, the player 

determines a general course of action before doing anything, rolls dice, and the dice roll 

generates a degree of narrative currency that the player then determines how to spend. 

The shift in the order of operations has the potential to reduce the chance of complete 

failure for any action, as the player doesn’t make their final determination of action until 

they already have some idea of what they are capable of in any given moment. 

The game rules call upon the group to only roll dice “[w]hen your Hero takes a 

dangerous or important action” (Wick 2016, 171). Such moments are referred to in the 

game as a Risk. In those cases, the process is laid out in order to let the players do a lot of 

guiding the action. First, the Narrator set the stage of the current situation, clearly 

explaining why a Risk is in order here. Then, each player describes their Approach to 

resolving the risk, detailing what they wish to accomplish and how (Wick 2016, 171). 

This description will suggest a pairing of a Trait and a Skill: Climbing a Wall might be 

Brawn and Athletics, while bribing a clerk might be Panache and Tempt. The player then 

gathers a pool of ten-sided dice equal to the sum of the values of that Trait and Skill. 
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Players may earn one additional die if this is the first time they’ve used a particular Skill 

in this Scene (an abstract time period that incorporates all events happening in the same 

general location). They also get an additional die if they provide a narrative description of 

their action, rather than, or in addition to, a rote declaration of the mechanics they wish to 

use (e.g. “I lunge forward and slash at his arm with my rapier” vs. “I hit him with my 

sword”) (Wick 2016, 176).  

Once the Approach and Dice Pools have been established, the Narrator then 

establishes Consequences and Opportunities. Consequences are negative side-effects that 

are a part of the scene, whereas Opportunities represent potential positive achievements 

that exist in addition to the stated intentions of the Heroes (Wick 2016, 171).  

Now the players roll their dice. The resolution mechanic is focused on the 

creation of “raises,” which are a number of rolled dice whose value adds up to 10. A 

player attempts to make as many raises as they can out of their roll. Once they’ve 

determined the number of raises they can generate from their roll, they then spend those 

raises to achieve their objective, avoid consequences, and exploit opportunities. 

Oftentimes, a player will not roll enough raises to do all of these things, so they must 

choose how to make the best use of their roll (Wick 2016, 171). 

For example, Professor Morrison has snuck into a library to seek a critical piece 

of information. Morrison’s player describes her using her keen knowledge of Avalon 

history to rifle through books to find the lineage of a particular Duke. The Narrator 

declares this a Wits and Knowledge roll. Professor Morrison has a Wits of 3 and a 

Knowledge of 3. She gains one additional die because this is the first time she’s used 
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Knowledge this scene, and another for her detailed description of the varying family lines 

in Burke’s Peerage, to give her a total dice pool of 8 ten-sided dice. The GM sets a 

Consequence of avoiding the library’s night watchman, and two Opportunities to 

discover embarrassing secrets about different Avalon noble families. Morrison’s player 

rolls her 8 10-sided dice, getting a 1,8,10,4,5,7,3, and 6. She then goes about making sets 

of ten as raises. She makes the following: 

10 

8,3 

6,4 

7,5 

This comes out to four raises. The leftover die that rolled a 1 grants nothing (but 

may still be useful - see the section on Hero Points below). She spends one raise to 

achieve her objective - finding the information about the Duke. She spends a second raise 

to avoid the guards, and the last two to exploit the two Opportunities. 

Two additional rules further complicate the decision-making. Heroes and their 

enemies in any given scene may spend a raise to exert Pressure on another character, 

attempting to force them to undertake a particular course of action. Any character under 

Pressure must spend an additional raise to do anything other than the action suggested by 

the Pressure (Wick 2016, 176). Finally, players may spend two raises to create 

Opportunities for other players, though the receiving player must still spend a raise of 

their own to exploit the Opportunity (Wick 2016, 175).  
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This process dramatically increases the amount of input players have into a scene, 

especially in comparison to games like Pathfinder. Once the Narrator has set the scene, 

the players need only spend one raise to achieve their objective, so success in any action 

is practically guaranteed with dice pools of three or greater. The players’ remaining raises 

then may change the scene, reducing Consequences, exploiting Opportunities, or even 

creating Opportunities for other players. In a traditional “move and roll” game, players 

tend to spend their effort reacting to the events the GM places in front of them, especially 

in highly Materialist games, like Pathfinder. Here, the Agent and the Act dominate the 

Scene collaboratively, and players are more active in shaping the scene. 

Characters track their health through measurement of a wound system called the 

“Death Spiral.” The Spiral consists of 20 boxes, separated into 4 groups of 5 (Wick 2016, 

165). The first four boxes in any group are referred to simply as “Wounds,” with the fifth 

referred to as a “Dramatic Wound.” Wounds automatically heal at the end of any Scene 

in which they were accrued, but Dramatic Wounds stay with a Hero until they can find 

medical help or magical healing. 7th Sea is the only game in this study that provides a 

benefit for getting injured, but it varies those bonuses with penalties as the situation 

becomes direr.  Upon taking their first Dramatic Wound, Heroes gain a bonus die to roll 

for all their Risks while they have that wound. The second dramatic would give two 

bonus dice to any Villain facing that hero. The third Dramatic Wound alters the die-

rolling mechanic so that a player’s dice “explode” - if the player rolls a 10 on the ten-

sided die, they immediately add and roll another ten-sided die to the roll (p. 165). The 

fourth Dramatic wound renders a Hero Helpless, from which they can be killed. It is 
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worth noting that Heroes cannot die simply as a result of excessive damage. Villains must 

deliberately act to actually kill a Hero (Wick 2016, 185), otherwise they will survive, 

though they may need assistance to escape from whatever predicament they find 

themselves in. This elaborate system hangs together as a procedural rhetoric, reinforcing 

the tropes of the swashbuckling genre: Heroes get more dangerous when they are injured, 

but are also in greater peril. 

Character Creation. 7th Sea is one of two games in this study that explicitly uses 

the term, “Hero,” to refer to the players’ characters, although, unlike Scion, this game 

makes no pretense of being ethics-neutral. The first “step” of character creation is 

actually referred to as “Step 0,” because it doesn’t involve any mechanical decisions - the 

character concept. The text presents a set of 20 questions to act as aides to the player’s 

own Invention efforts. If the player answers all of these questions, a number of the 

subsequent steps of character creation becomes pro forma, as the decision has already 

been made. 

The actual first step is the Hero’s Traits, which function similarly to ability scores 

in Pathfinder or Call of Cthulhu. There are five traits in 7th Sea: Brawn, Finesse, 

Resolve, Wits, and Panache. Brawn and Finesse are fairly self-explanatory. Resolve is a 

combination of both willpower and physical endurance. Wits represents both a Hero’s 

intelligence and how quickly they can think. Finally, Panache is a Hero’s general level of 

personal charm (Wick 2016, 137).  Each Hero begins with a base rating of two in all 

Traits, and the player receives two points to increase any Trait they wish.  
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The second step is selecting the nation the Hero hails from. Each nation gives a 

choice between two different traits to grant an additional 1-point bonus to, as well as 

granting access to certain nation-specific backgrounds and Advantages (see below). 

Procedurally, the game does indulge in a bit of stereotyping, as the Eisen tend to be 

stronger or more willful, while the Montaigne tend to be more graceful or more 

charming. The “Making a Hero” chapter actually opens with one-page overviews and 

generalizations of the people from each of the different nations. While Wick points out 

that, when dealing with these generalizations, a player “can play up to it, play against it, 

or take it your own way” (Wick 2016, 118), the game’s mechanics create incentives to 

play to the prescribed type, much in the way Pathfinder does. 

The third step is selecting the Hero’s Backgrounds. Backgrounds function like 

Occupations in Call of Cthulhu, though the skill points a player spends in Call of Cthulhu 

are already spent here. Selecting a background grants a fixed set of skills, each at a rating 

of 1, a set of advantages, which are non-skill related special abilities, ranging from the 

capacity to always know what time it is to the ability to persuade a Villain (which is a 

particular class of character the GM plays, which is distinguished from a Henchman or a 

Brute) that the Hero is actually on the side of the Villain. Finally, each Background 

comes with a Quirk, which is a specific circumstance under which the Hero may earn a 

Hero Point, a specific kind of player-focused game currency that may be used for various 

functions - how this is used is discussed further under the Behavioral Paideia Rule for 

this game.  
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Players select two backgrounds for their Hero and may combined any two they 

like, with the only restriction being based on nationality. There are 67 Backgrounds in the 

Core Rulebook, making for a potential 4,422 different combinations, as Backgrounds 

cannot combine with themselves. Most Backgrounds are related either to occupation 

(Doctor, Engineer, Professor) or to some societal role (Aristocrat, Pirate, Priest) The 

fixed nature of the Skill & Advantage packages in the Backgrounds balances the 

Agent/Agency ratio more closely to the rules than to the player, with the player able to 

add customization to predetermined packages. Players may not alter the contents of the 

Background, however the broad range of options and the ability to customize tilts the 

ratio further toward the Agent than games like Pathfinder or Call of Cthulhu. 

After selecting Backgrounds, the player gets 10 points to either increase the skills 

received from the Hero’s Backgrounds, or to purchase new skills. Skills are rated from 1-

5, additional levels are purchased on a one-for-one basis (1 point gets 1 new level in a 

skill, regardless of previous level), and players may not increase any skill above a rating 

of 3 during character creation. There are only 16 skills in the game. As a result, each skill 

covers a broad area of expertise. Athletics is used for practically any non-combat physical 

feat, while Weaponry covers fighting with any non-ranged weapon. This is important in 

supporting the approach of the player choosing their approach, as noted in the section on 

Gameplay: with a high level of basic competence and broadly-defined skills, players are 

empowered to try things, knowing that they are unlikely to outright fail, though they may 

have to accept Consequences or miss Opportunities if they try an approach for which they 

do not have a large dice pool. 
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The fifth step grants the player 5 points with which to purchase additional 

Advantages. As noted previously, and like Backgrounds, selecting a particular nation 

grants the player access to certain Advantages, although in the case of Advantages, it 

simply grants a discount - no Advantage is forbidden to any player. Certain Advantages, 

called “Innate,” can only be taken at character creation (for example, the “Large” 

advantage, as the game presumes a Hero will not have a radical, permanent increase in 

size over the course of the story). 

The sixth step involves the selection of Arcana. Based on an in-game version of a 

Tarot Deck, the Arcana are named for different personality archetypes and provide a 

Virtue and a Hubris. Players may activate their Virtue once per game session, achieving a 

special effect under specific circumstances. For example, the Virtue of the Arcana, “The 

Lovers,” allows a Hero to prevent all damage to a Hero from a single attack, instead 

taking damage upon themselves. Contrariwise, the Hubris of “The Lovers” allows the 

Narrator to offer the player a Hero Point to compel the Hero to become romantically 

interested with someone who would cause problems for the Hero or the group (Wick 

2016, 156). 

The seventh step connects to 7th Sea’s character advancement system: The Story. 

Each Hero has a Story of their own and that Story has both narrative and mechanical 

components, with the resolution of the story resulting in the purchase of a new skill, the 

increase of a Trait or skill, or the purchase of a new Advantage. The player must come up 

with a beginning to the story, and ending to the story, so as to know when it has been 

resolved. Each story also has a number of intermediate steps that is related to a calculated 
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cost of the improvement: a player who wants their Hero to acquire a 4-point advantage 

must create a story with four intermediate steps (Wick 2016, 159). For example, Luis 

wants his Hero, Javert, to acquire the 2-point Advantage “Married to the Sea,” in order 

for Javert to get a sailing ship (the benefit of the Advantage). Luis starts the story with a 

concept to remind him of why his character is doing this: “Adventure: I want to see the 

world,” and then adds an ending, “My crew and I sail away from Castille to pursue a life 

of piracy.” He then adds his first step, “Find a naval shipyard I can infiltrate.” The next 

step remains undetermined so that Luis can adapt to whatever has occurred within the 

story by the time he finishes this first step. Once he’s completed a 2nd step, he only has 

to reach the end of his story, with a ship, crew, and sailing away, in order to add the 

Advantage to the character sheet. 

This is easily the most narratively-linked advancement system among the games 

in this study. Even Call of Cthulhu’s skill advancement system has a random element that 

means a player may want to advance a skill, but the dice don’t cooperate with the 

player’s wishes. Additionally, the Story system, while mostly narrative, actually has a 

function in initiating a rhetorical dialogue about the direction of the game’s narrative. 

Writing a Hero’s story is, in effect, the player declaring specific events they want to see 

happen for their Hero within the context of the game. Of course, such a system thereby 

grants the Narrator a great deal more power in the question of character advancement 

than other systems, where the rules prescribe the allowance of experience points and how 

they either advance the character (Pathfinder) or may be spent to do so (Scion). 
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Finally, there is a set of miscellaneous character elements listed under “Details” 

(p. 163). These include the Hero’s Reputation, which a Hero only begins with if they 

purchased or acquired an appropriate Advantage, and is a one-word description of their 

character that may be used to establish what other people think of the Hero. The player 

also selects any languages the character knows, with the Hero automatically knowing a 

number of languages equal to their Wits rating. A base rating of 2 gets the Hero their 

native language and Old Thean (the 7th Sea stand-in for Latin). The player may elect to 

have the Hero be a member of a Secret Society, which comes with both benefits and 

responsibilities for the character, and figures out the Hero’s Wealth, an abstraction that 

uses a mechanic called “Wealth Points,” with most Heroes having 0 Wealth (but able to 

acquire most things they want or need to live), and characters with the “Rich” Advantage 

starting with 3 (Wick 2016, 152). 

In a talk-aloud protocol for character creation, a player began with an 

Oppositional Self to which he added elements of the character Gaston, from the Walt 

Disney version of Beauty and the Beast. The character, Javert, was designed to be a 

heroic twist on Gaston, taking some of the fictive strips from Gaston’s character - his 

physical capabilities and military background - and replacing Gaston’s arrogance and 

villainy with more heroic traits. Javert started as an Oppositional Self, as the player saw 

themselves as primarily a thinker, but Javert as a doer of physical deeds. It is conceivable 

that such a concept could be built in other games, but more directive games, such as 

Pathfinder, would have made the combination of brawn and charm more difficult, 
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whereas such a notion fits well into 7th Sea’s milieu and came together easily - the 

protocol session was one of the fastest to have a finished character. 

As an Agent/Agency ratio, 7th Sea is certainly more balanced than Pathfinder or 

Call of Cthulhu, granting a great deal more control to the player over the shape and scope 

of their character’s abilities. In this, it’s akin to Trail of Cthulhu, with incentives for 

following certain paths and a pre-arrangement of certain character elements, but allowing 

the player to broaden out from there. Additionally, without any dice-determined functions 

within the character, the player can, within the scope of the overall limits of the process, 

make precisely the character they are interested in making.  

Behavioral Paideia Rule – Hero Points. Hero Points are a form of game currency 

for players that allows them to achieve a variety of effects to their own benefit or that of 

their fellow players. Hero Points do not appear, on the surface, to be a Paideia rule - 

because players, rather than their characters, accrue Hero Points, the in-game causality is 

not immediately obvious. However, the increased player agency within 7th Sea’s task 

resolution mechanic makes Hero Points not only a tool for creating causality within a 

scene, but can affect character outcomes by player choices related to the acquisition of 

Hero Points.  

Players may acquire Hero Points in any of the following ways: 

 Either the player or the GM activates the Hero’s Hubris. 

 The player chooses, rather than rolling dice, to declare that their Hero fails 

at a particular action. The Hero immediately fails to achieve their intent, 
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and they cannot avoid Consequences or exploit Opportunities in the 

presented Risk. 

 The Hero acts in a manner as dictated by one of their Quirks, laid out in 

their Backgrounds. 

The GM may purchase unused dice from a player’s roll. So, in the above example 

for Professor Morrison, the GM could “purchase” the die that rolled a 1, giving the player 

one Hero Point. When the player agrees, the player gets a Hero Point and the GM gets a 

“danger point” - a pool of their own points that they can use to manipulate the scene on 

behalf of the Heroes’ enemies (Wick 2016, 177) 

Two specific acquisition functions make this into a Semantic Paideia Rule: The 

Hubris and the option to fail. In essence, the game is providing a currency reward for 

future use, in exchange for events that complicate the Hero’s life in the near-term. Like 

Sanity in Call of Cthulhu, or the Investigative skill rules in Trail of Cthulhu, these 

functions of Hero Points act as procedural reinforcement of the game’s genre - 

swashbuckling adventure. Rather than relying on the dice to cause the players to 

periodically fail, 7th Sea’s system practically guarantees success (though not a perfect 

success), and empowers the players to choose when it may be dramatically interesting to 

fail, rewarding them when they choose to do so.  

Hero Points may be spent to do any of the following: 

 Add one 10-sided-die to the Hero’s roll on any Risk before rolling. 

 Add three 10-sided-dice to another Hero’s roll on any Risk before rolling. 
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 Activate a special ability. Several advantages require spending a Hero 

Point to exploit their benefits. 

 Take an action while Helpless (if a Hero has suffered their fourth 

Dramatic Wound) (Wick 2016, 177). 

It is in the activation of special abilities or taking an action while Helpless that the 

expenditure of Hero Points becomes, in part at least, a Paideia rule within the game, 

though this leans more towards a Symbolic Paideia rule, in opening up new permitted 

actions, than a Semantic Paideia Rule.  

Hero Points are of a piece with the other rules that draw the players much more 

deeply into the process of manipulating the rules to adjust the scene, within which their 

characters act. As noted above, it dramatically broadens the concept of the Agent’s Act, 

from purely reactive to a more proactive, narratorial role in the game session. It also 

touches on the Agent’s Purpose, encouraging the player to seek future tactical advantage, 

increased narrative engrossment, or both, through manipulating their character’s chances 

by accepting automatic failure or the compulsion of their Hero’s Hubris.  
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CHAPTER FOUR – THE NEXT QUESTS 

Attempting to divine the meaning in any interaction is always going to be a 

fraught endeavor, but identifying and isolating the rhetorical processes at work can reveal 

much regarding what sorts of arguments are being made to whom and how effective they 

are in producing an audience reaction. In this thesis, I have proposed a new analytical 

framework, building on the work of Burke, and using an understanding of procedural 

rhetoric that incorporates both Bogost and his critics to reclaim the process as a rhetorical 

one. The TRPG session is a multilateral discourse, both between the players and GM at 

the table and between the players, GM, and the rules, which have their own point of view. 

The rules act as a bridge between the distinct interpretive frames of the player and the 

character, translating player intent into character action, and having cascading effects on 

the ratios in both frames. 

I examined a rules process in character creation, which the framework allowed us 

to isolate as an Agent/Agency ratio. The rules of the games studied privileged one or the 

other, with a general tendency that, the further we got from the origins of TRPGs, the 

more authority was given to the Agent in the process. 

I also examined a class of rule, isolating Behavioral Paideia Rules in each game to 

examine what role, if any, they played in the discourse at the table. Again, the framework 

highlighted those points in the rhetorical process that the rules influenced. Most often, the 
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rules served as a reinforcement of genre tropes within games attempting to emulate a 

particular type of story. It is important to recall that these rules are still procedural 

rhetoric - they are arguments that players and GMs may accept and act upon, or may 

resist, or even ignore in pursuit of their own conception of engrossment.  

Looking at TRPG books and play through the lens of the framework reveals 

several additional potential areas for study. Both Mackay and Bowman argue for a 

parallel relationship between player immersion and engrossment; however, the Kriegspiel 

roots of D&D, still the world’s most popular TRPG, hint that many players may be more 

comfortable at a light or middle level of immersion. The question of the relationship 

between player immersion and engrossment touches on the illocutionary intent of the 

player and how they put forth their own rhetorical statements, as well as engaging with 

those of the rules and their fellow players over time. 

One of the limits of my study was a reliance on either “one-shot” games that told 

a complete story in a single session, or single sessions of ongoing TRPG campaigns. 

While this was useful in seeing some of the effects of the Behavioral Paideia Rules, it 

represented only a part of the ongoing discourse that would eventually become the whole 

story of those characters. An ethnographic study of an entire campaign could reveal 

valuable insights into how gameplay reshapes and develops a player’s semiotic sigil, as 

well as allowing a rhetorician to see how exigencies and constraints develop over time, as 

well as the moves players and rules make to shift where they choose to invest a moment 

with salience. 
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Finally, there is the ”T” in TRPG. For much of the industry’s history, gamers and 

game scholars have differentiated between Tabletop and Computer RPGs, based on both 

the method of interaction, as well as whether the game rules were mediated by a human 

or a machine. As was discussed in the literature review, both machine-mediated and 

human-mediated rules can have varying levels of rigidity, making the distinction of 

machine-mediation interesting, but not necessarily distinguishing. Additionally, more and 

more TRPG players are playing online, using tools designed for other purposes, like 

Discord, or places designed specifically for their games, like Roll20.net. The distinction 

between Computer and Tabletop RPGs is blurring, if not disappearing, which has 

implications for rhetoric, especially digital rhetoric, ludology, and narratology. The 

Pentadic Dyad, in its ability to situate procedural rhetoric within a rhetorical situation, 

could prove as valuable to that future as it has been in evaluating play of the past and 

present.  
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